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•THE vmGIN BIRTH OF CHRISi 
,A Thesia-
• presented to the faoulty of 
,Concordia Seminary~ 
.st, Louis. Mo • 
-E~ar Reinhold Pflug 
. in partial fulfillment of the· 
.requirements for the degree 
Baooalaureus D1vin1tat1s 
\'lhen Satan1 by means of a subtle challenging of the veracity of God's 
\'lord1 brought about the Fall of 01.1.r first parents in the Gard.en of E'.cien1 
he planted· the germ of OLlr present d.ay 11 I:.iodernism11 • For from that day on 
t he Devil has ever had disciples in the field ready to question the inspired. 
Word and to &Llbstitute for It their own sl.lbjective ideas. To-day they are 
10.ore nwnerous t han ever1 nnd are gr owing bolder as their nwnber increases. 
They deal wi th t he Bible in much t he sBl4e manner as di d Jehoiakim1 king of' 
Judah1 s ome 2500 years ago. Because the prophecy of Jeremiah annoyed him. 
and was a t variance wi,t.h his dreams of t he future Judah, this king made 
short work of t he offens i ve scroll of' the prophet. For Vle~are told1 "it 
cmo.e t o paes1 t hat when J ehudi had read three or fo11r leaves, he(the king) 
cLlt it with t he penknife , and cast it into the f'ire that was on the hearth, 
witil all t he roll wa s conswned in the f'ire that was on tile heartl1 n. Of' 
col.lrso "Moderni s ts" no longer resort to such crude methods of' doing away 
·~ t h S it N t l 1 ~i ti l aki th too are "1cn1·~-v1.1. c1· p urea. eve1· :ie ess1 .1. gura ve y ape ng1 ey .1. 
i ag11 t ne \'lord of God1 cutting away a passage here and a passage th.ere which 
does not el.lit their "critica l" minds1 and mutilating t he Bible to such an 
extent1 t hey they mi ght just as well be consistent1 and like Jehoiakim1 
extermina te t he Book in its entirety. Doctrines1 they say1 are vestiges 
of an ignorant, supe rstitious age. The "modernmind. 11 1 "modern 0hristianity1 1 
must f ree itself from the shackles of ancient and medieval dogma. Thus one 
Christian belief' after another ha s been subjected to the knife of "science• 
and of "modern criticism". As Becktrith pu.ts it1 "Of' tl1e historic doctrines 
one 
of the Church notAbLLt he.a undergone redef'inition".(O. Hence it is only to 
be expected t hat a doctrine like that of the miraculous birth of Christ 
sllould be one of' t he:, first to require "rest.a.temant" in order to become 
accept.able to "the scientif ic temper" and-the "intelligence" of to-day -
( 1 ~ "Idea Of' God II p • .S. 
which is a euphemistic way of saying, the Virgin Birth must be discarded 
o.lto~ether. But this need not surprise us in the least, for to unbelief' 
i n al.1 its i'ormo the oupernatu.ral birtl1 of Chris t has ever been a nrock 
of oi'feuce11 • '.l'he only new and st.ranee thi11g about it is, while the attacks 
f ormerly came f 1•01u non- Chri s tiano and anti-Chriotians,. to-d&.y men within 
t he Chiu-ch , wl.1.0 still profess t o be faithful to t he otandards of churches 
which have a s their basis a very positive and Biblical confess ion of faith, 
a re "saying of t he Virgi n Birth pr a c t ically ,~1at I ngersoll, Haeckel, Paine, 
Vol t aire , Cel eL1s , and Cerint hu.a eaid 11 . ( 1) The result of t his more or less 
s cept ical behavior 0 11 the part of' many so-called Christiane towai'Ci a funda-
mental fa.ct is positive l y appalling. "For ~ome, it meano utter disregard of 
t he whol e Chr i s t i an eyst er4 of doctrine and its mora l ideals; for others, it 
means a most pai nful state of w1reet and perplexity; for others, it means 
the equivoca l situation of' t hose who use evangelica l vocabulary with unevan-
gelica l t houghts. For a ll, it means dreadf"ul loss, spiritual decadence, tae 
going dovrn towar d darlcnese. 11 ( 2) 
In view of eucb horrifyi ng conditi ons within the Christian Church, especial-
l y wi t h r e spect to t he blasphemous attitude of some of its nministersn and 
us 
11 echola r s 11 , it woul d seem to,\ both i mportant and timely to reaffirm tile mu.ch 
malie;ned doctrine of t he Birth of ou1· Lord and to review the impregnable 
gr ounde upon which t his fundamental article is based. 
It shall be our object to trace the history of tl1e controversy over this 
doctrine from its very beginnings to t he present time; to state briefly and 
to refute the ar6uments of ~1e OP})Osition; and finally ~o search out the 
t he true Biblcal version of the Lord 1 s birth, of Ylhich we are confident 
t ha t it vrill also be the view upheld by the Lutheran Cburch from its very 
inception. 
(1) Macartney, "Twelve Great Questions About Christ", p.11-12. 
(2) Guiton \1.H. 11P1·i11ceton Theo. Reviev,", Vol.XXV. July, 1927. Page -'90. 
I 
THE HISTORY OF THE CONTROVERSY 
As . a sul>ject, of controversy the Virgin Birth has :eew peers in the history 
oft.he Chris t.ian Church. Ac early as t he second century we f'ind the opponents 
centuring thelr attacks upon it. Briggs states, "It was indeed the b.\rning 
question f ro1u t he close of the f irst to t he middle of the third century". (1) 
The earliest known impugner oft.he Virgin Birth was Cerinthus,"wh.om a 
c1·edi b l e tradition makes a contemporary of St. John". ( 2) He taugbt that JesllB 
was t he offspl'ing of Mary end Josepll, t a i nt ed vri th sin like his fellowmen., 
t hough more righteoua than others. Thia earthly Jesus was joined by the 
heavenly Chris t at his baptism when t he "spiritual aeon" descended upon him. 
i n the fo1·,11 of a dove and gave him powers to work miracles and to reveal 
t he unkno,•m Fat her emong men. 'l'hese two continued together in the hum.an 
body of Jesus until just bef ore t he Passion, at which time t he "spiritual" 
Chr ist l eft h i m agai n, and r emai ned a true spirit, so that only the man 
Jesus suffered and died. (;) Tradition has it that John felt a keen aversion 
f or ~1i s heretic and on one occasion even left the bath at Ephesus when he 
noticed Cerinthus entering it.(4) This may be nothi ng more than a legend, 
but we have Polycarp 1a t estimony for it ( John 1 s own disciple), that the 
bitte1·est personal antagonism. existed between the two.(:,) 
The Ebionites., a narrow, legal., anti-Pa1.tline section of tbe Jewish Church,. 
followed soon after with a purely human origin of Christ. They insisted on 
t he observance of t he Law, branded Paul an apostate, and declared Jesus to 
be t he son of Joseph and "'8.ry, a mere man, whom God elected to· the Uessiah-
ship because of his extraordinary piety. Thia sect fabricated a Gospel of 
Briggs C.A.,. "Amer. Journal Of Tt1eo." Vol.12. 1908. Page 197. 
Gore,. "Dissertations" - 11Dict. of' Ohr. Biog., art. Oerinthus. (P,49) 
Klotsche,. "An Outline 0£ Tile Hist. Of Doct. ",. p. r~-11. 
Iren.iii,4. Gore, Dissertations, pp. 49-51. 
Orr,. 11 Tile V. B. Of' Christ", p.110. 
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its own., a mutilated form of the Gospel of' Idatthew1 from which the chapters 
teaching the Virgin Dirth were omitted. It was known as the"Gospel Of' The 
Ebionites" and is described to us as not 11ent.i1·e and perfectly complete., 
'bllt falsified and mutila ted".(1) At the beginning of t he second century 
we f ind a sect arieini v,i tilin th.is sect., marked by rigorous Eesenic asceticism 
and. Gnostic speculation., and knovm as the "Elkesaites11 ., because they accepted 
a s a 1·evelat.ion "tile Book of' Elkesai" • To them Christ was an angel born of 
hwnan p1u-ente. (2) 
Anothe r form of opposition to early Chris tianity in general and to the 
Virgi n Birth i pa.1·.ticlllar was Gnost.iciein. 11This vras an ea:1entially heathen-
ish movement with a Hellenistic phil osophical tendency within the pale of' 
Christianity."(;,) While some of' the Gnostics accepted the Virgin Birth 
a:.: t er a fashion., others col.lld find no room for this doctrine in their mon-
str ous specul ations. They eit her deni ed t he true huma.11ity of Christ and 
i c tur ed h.iru as a heavenly o.eon who asewued a body formed of peychics.l sub-
atance , and wa s ther efore a human ap >eare.nce only (Docetae), or they_ follow-
ed Cerint hue I l ead believin~ Jesus to 'be a mere man, vrithwhom, f'or a time, 
t he aeon Chris t united himself'.(4) Amo11g these Gnostic rejectors Orr also 
liets t he f ollowing: "the Carpocratione, a most licentious sect, and some 
of t he 01>hites, who revelled ia a crude mythology. 11 (5) 
At this point we must also make mention of r.l'arcion, who had very much 
in col:lllllon with the Gnoatice. DI.le to hie peculia.1· belief t11at Jesus was the 
eon of the 11good 11 ?1ew Testament God, v,ho appeared upon earth in a purely 
visionary body, and descended directly from heaven to Capemaum., this 
heretic of the second century could not, in consistency witb his teachings, 
allow Jesus to be born at all. He was coneequent~y forced to reject the 
idea of a. miraculouo birth from tile very start,alld. in t11e intei·est of his 
theory dropped the first two chapters of the Goepel of St.Luke. Almost 
(1) Orr, 11The V.B. Of Chriat11 1 P.P• 44-45. 
(2) I<lotache, 11An Out. Of Tl1e Hist. Of Doct. 11 , p.16. 
c,> II n n II II II n II n , p. nr. 
(4) II II II II n n. II n n , p.20 
c;, Orr, 11The V.B. Of Ohrist11 , .P• 140. 
_,_ 
every Apologist from Justin onward takes notic~ of this heretic.(1) 
Even among the early translators of Holy Scriptures .we find a few who 
1·ejected the idea of a miraculous birtll of Jesus Christ. A quotation from 
Eu.sebiu.s will suffice to acquaint u.s with them: 0Hoar also what he(Irenaeua) 
has written respecting the translation of the Holy Scriptures by the seven-
ty. 1God became man, and the Lord himself saved us, giving u.s the sign of 
t he Virgin. But not as some say that nov, presume to interpret the Scriptures 
1Behold, a young woman shall conceive and bear a son', as Theodotion of 
Epheauo and Aquila of Fontus have tro., alo.ted both of them Jewish proselytes. 
vn1om t he Ebionites following, a ssert tha t Jesus was begotten of Joseph'."(2) 
The ancient historian also classes t he transla tor and commentator Symachua 
as a scholar i nfected with Ebionite doctrine. 
About the middle of the second century a new element was i.troduced into 
t he controversy. rn1ile .the Ebionitea and Gnostics at no time expresoly pur-
posed to deg1·ade or dishonor Christ, bu.t were merely intent upon making 
r oom £'01· the Head of' the new Christian f'ai th in their own religion or philo-
sophy, t e newcomer i n t he f ield tried to do away with Christ al togetller. 
We have i n mind Celsus, t he heatben philosopher., the Epicurean and bitter 
e11e1ay of everythirig Christian. "He opens his polemic against the Christians 
by referring to t he tau.nto which t he ee.1·ly Jev,s flung at them.., and the first 
reproach of which he makes capital is that Jesus whom they worship W&.s not 
box·n of' a Virgi,1 but was t he son of' a nameless father". (,) Here ,ve have the 
Voltaire of a late1· age - a coai·se, blasphemous fellow., representing Christ 
as an offspring of an illicit union between Ii!ary 0.11d a soldier 11.Bmed Pan-
t hera , in short calling our Lord a baotard.(4) Not satisfied ~ith malting 
mil·th of t he Virgin Birth, Celsus also att.empted. to explain its origin by 
comparin it v,i th the Greek fables 110.bout Danae, and llelanippe, and AIJ&e, 
and Antiope11 .(5) In his attacks he drew freely from the Gospels and 
Kloteche, 11,\n Outline Of Tha Hist. 6f Doct. ", pp.2;S-2~. 
Eu.sebi1.1s, "Hist. Eccl. 11 , Bk.5, cb.S, p.176. 
Crain O. E. 11Credibility Of' The V.B.", p.5. 
Ori~in, 11Ag. Oelsus 11 i, ; 2 - Oi·r, p.146. 
• 11 11 11 £,,1 - Ori· p. 169. · 
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tried to discollllt the Nativity narratives by urging the genealogies contra-
dict one aaother. ( 1) Origi n veheu1ently oppooed thi s arch-enemy ·of' early 
Christianity r efuting his argwuents in his well-known volume "A~ainst 
Celsus", i n which he goes oo f ar as to call Celeus a "buffoon".(2) 
Howeve1·, t hese slandero, comi ng from Jevr and pagan, together with the 
specula tions of the Gnostic and Ebionitic sects, only served to whetten 
t ne tongues and pens of t he early defenders of the miraculou.s birth. In 
t heir di sput es with t hese heretics we seo how tenaciously t he Fathers held 
t o t his doctrine. ~o sooner di d a contemner of our Lord's birth arise to 
dis se ainat e his heresy, than one or more defenders took up the battle of 
t he pen i n its support. 
One of t he earliest Chr istian writers t o stress a..".d. defend t he Vi rgin 
Bi r th of Chr ist v,as I gnati u.s , Bishop of Antioch a fe~, years after the writing 
of t he f'ou1·th Gospel. About 11 OA. D., while pasoing through Asia on the way 
to hi.e 1na rtyrc.lom, he bean witness of the Christian belief of hie time and 
calls 11 t.e vi rgi nity of r.lar3 one of t he "three mysteries of lowl proclamation 
whi ch were wrou.ght i 11 t he silence of God". ( -') He is very pronounced in his 
v,arni nge agai nst 11Docetism11 and opposes all Judaizing heresies. 
Aft er Ignatius we come to the Apologist Aristides (c.125), a Greek 
Chr ist i an , a Syriac translation of whose Apology was recently discovered 
by Dr.Rendel Harris in a cloister on Mt.Sinai. In this valuable find1 we 
are a ssured t hat the eai·ly Christians confessed Christ to be the Son of 
God, come down fro~ heaven for the salvation of man, and that "f~om. a 
Hebre\V Virgi n he took and clad Himself with flesh".(4) 
A more i rapQrtan~ witness of the first Christian centuries was Justin 
Martyr. In hio ~!Apologies 11 {c.150), and "Dialogues ".'Tith Trypho" he sum-
1t1arizee the Church I s belief of his age and gives the Virgin Birth a very 
conspicuoua place in hie discuesions.(5) About 1,5 A.D. he travelled from 
(1) Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p. 74 - "Against Celsus'1, 11.;2. 
(2) Orr, 11The V.B. Of Christ", p.170 - 11hgainst Oelsus", i ,;7. 
!;) Gore,
11The V.B. Of Our Lord11 , p.46 - 11Ign. Eph. 19. 
4) Lehre Und Wehre, Vol.68, p.1;,. 
5) Orr, "The V. B. Of Christ", p.~45 - I Apol., 21,31,3.5,46,54,,6,, et.c. 
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Palestine to Ephesus and thence to Rome, came in contact with Christians 
e verywhere, and in his swnmary of their beliefs declared that the Virgin 
Birth was the universal belief to be accepted by everyone callin3 himself 
a Christian. He defends this doctrine against the pagan calumnies, and 
from the objections of the Jews.(1) 
Towards tile end of this century the voice of Irenaeus rings out loud 
and clear for this doct1·ine of the birth of the Lord from a Virgin. ( c.190) . 
He stands in history ns the connecting link between the sub-Apostolic age 
e.nd t hd aucceedi::1 era or the Christian Churcil, for his tradition com.ea 
t o us on the authority of Polycarp, John 's disciple, as pointed out above. 
His t estiJAony .hao the1•efo1·e value both fo1· the ronge vrhich it covers and 
for t11e source out or which it springs. In hie g reat v,ork ." Against Here-
sie s 11, he especi ally 1•ef'utee the f'alse 11Gnoaia 11 , attacks t h.e Ebionitea, 
ld. g ives the redem tion through t he incarnate Christ t he central place in 
hie oyetezB. Hear his teetiu1ony: n The Church, though sce.ttered over th.e 
w11o l e world t o the ends of the earth, yet having received from the Apostles 
and their discipleo the faith in ••••• t he one Jesus Christ, the Son of God, 
who w£.s i ncarnate fo1· our salvation ••••• and the birth of the Virgin lle.ry. u 
:rnereu on he proceeds to specify as agreein in this faith the church.ea of' 
Ge.1.·many, Spai n , Gaul, tll~ East, Egypt, Libya., and Italy. (2) 
A J,.ittle later Tertu.llian gives the Vil·git1 Birth tile same prominent 
place i n his creed. ?e quote from his "Veiling Of Virgins" written about 
210 A.D.: 11 The Rule of ii'aith ia altogether one., sole, i mmovable, and ir-
ref'orznable - n811lely, to believe in One God Almi gbty, the i,iaker·of the 
world , and His Son, Jesus Christ, bon~ of' the Virgin Jary,"etc.(,) uchrist 
cmne", as Tartullian s ays, 11 to consecrate a new order of birth".(4) Thus 
Tertullian also bl'ings the Vil·gin Birth to tile fo:t.·eground and def'enda this 
( 1) Go1·e, 11:i)isr.ertations" ., p.45. - 11Dial. 11 , 85. 
(2) 11 11 n , p.4,-44. - "Ag . lte r.", i.10. 1 and 2. 
(.5) 01·r, 11The V.B. Of' Chrietn, p.14j. • 
( 4) n n n n 11 , p.147-148. - "Flesh Of' Christ" ,9. 
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doctrine against the heresies prevalent at his time. 
We could mention more Chriotian writers of the first centW'ies who not 
• 
only taught the Virgin Birtl1 bu.t protected it against the onslaught.-. of 
it.a enemies. Ther e is Clement of Alexandria who writes, "that. the Son of 
God•••·•• took flesh and was conceived in the womb of' a Virgin".(1); there 
is Hi ppolytus who desc1·ibes Christ as 11 t.he first-born of God who came down 
i'roo heaven to the b lessed ,ia1·y and wo.e 1nade a first-born son in her womb." 
(2); and t hen we have Origin who lived abou.t. t he middle of the third ·centW"y 
and is best kno,-m for t he all·eady quoted writing, "Against Heresies". "'Who 
has not hea1·d 0£ Jesus' Virgin Birth11 1 he c1·ie s out vrhile ar6uing vii.th the 
heat hen Celsue.C,) 
This t hen, i n short, i o the history of the cont1·oversy du.rins the first 
t hr ee ce11tu1•iee . nth t he ex cep tion of t he afore mentioned Ebionites e.nd 
Gna t. tics, v:ho, a s Orl:' points out were themselves split on the qu.eation, so 
the.t ouly e. small g1·oup of' the form.er, and only o. fe,., unini'luential sects 
01, t he l a tte1·, 1·eally d enied the Virgin Birth - t he Christians the \'IOrld 
over hel d f'a.s t to t he niracu.lou.a conception of their Lord. By the middle 
of t ' e th.i 1·d centu.ry the belief' was truly universal. Bu.t at this time the 
10O1·e subtl e Chrlstolog ica l con trove rsies engaged the attention of the 
Fe.t her e and the Virgin Bi1·th v,e.e pushed to t he 1::ia.ckg round. 
lfat iu·ally t he att ack f 1•orn t he qU11rte r of t he Jews and pagans continued 
as before. It was probably in t he ele,,ent h centu.ry v;hen a Jewish work 
appeared, entitled 11Tol 1doth Jeachu1111which was nothing more than a matured 
discussion of' t he co11t,en ti9ns and culwuniee of Celsue. ( 4Jowever it scarce-
ly- occo.eioned a ripple in the Church, and '\'18 may safely say that from tile 
third centu1·y onward up to Luther's time the faith in the Virgin Birth re-
1.1!.8.ined secu1·e and established. The believe1·s simply accepted ti1e doctrine 
as le.id dovrn in the Gospels a11d the v.•ri ting e of the Fat.hers. 
(1)Go1·e, 11Dissertat.ions11 1 p.47. - Ole1nent, "Strom",VI. 15. 
(2)Bi-iggs C.A., "Amer. Jour. Of Tbeo.", Vol.121 1908. Page 
(')Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p.149 - "Ag. Celsus 11 , i,7. 
(4) 11 11 II 11 11 11 1 p .146. 
127. 
205. 
It is to be expected that the great Reformer Luther, with his determined 
insistence upol'l t he Word of God as t he only norm of faith, should also run 
om.uck of opposition on this point. The Anabaptists were ever a t11om in his 
f l esh. His writings are full of refutations of their doctrines, and 811long 
other things he attacks their viev,s on the Incarnation and the Vi rgin BU:th; 
(1) To t ake a single i nstance out of many let us quote from his exposition 
of Luke 1,,1 i 11rloch s ind. etliche gevrest (v,ie auch zu unserer Zeit die t!uenatei:-
i sche Uiedertaeuferrotte) die da sagen; es sei nicht geschrieben, dass Christus 
sei ein natuerlicher Sohn der .Jungfrau aus ihrem Blut und Fleisch". (2) How 
.. 
elae could t hey teach, when, like l,Iarcion, t hey cherished t he peculiar view that 
Jesuo b1·ou ht o. body a long with him f 1•om heaven. Sorae, as for example, Hana 
Denk, Ludwig Uaer zer, Jakob Ko.utz , and Uichael Servetus, held Antitrinitarian 
views.(3) 
Another 11S chwaerme1· 11 of Luther I s age was Kaspar Schv,enkfeld, whose philo-
sophical t endencies led him into all sorts of strange speculations. He set 
out f r om t he hypothesis that Christ was a uiere man, but explained his pre-
emi enca by asse1·t i ng a certa i n p rog1·es~ion of the hUJuani ty of Christ through 
ite union with the divine nature, so that it gradually became deified (Ver-
gottung) vrith~out losing, its identity.(!;.) In order to remain logi cal he was 
f orced to gr ant J eaus a purely hw-aan bil·th. He once sent Luther a booklet 
containing his doctrines accompanying it witb a letter in v.'hich he requested 
t he Reformer to read his book and let him know what he thought of it. Doctor 
Martin did so i11 hie usuo.l gruff' manner: "Darnach gedenkt er (Scbwenk:f'eld), 
Christus ist eine Oreatur, derhe.lben so soll ich Christum. als einen Menschen 
nicht anbeten. 11 - "So will mir der Narr zween Christ.us machen:;. el.:J1.en der BIil 
ICreuz haengt, und einen anderen, der gen Himme·1 gefahren ist, und zur rechten 
Hand Gottes, seines himro.elischen Vaters, sitzt?(5) 
A contempo1·ary of Schwenkfeld was Faustus Socinus, the founder of the 
libera l Socinians and father of our present day Unitarians. Since this 
(1) Luther's Works (St Louis F.dition) II,1417; VII,.9~5i ; etc. 
(2) L11ther 1.s 't'Torks (St Lou.is F.dition) VIII, ,66. 
(') Inte1-national Ency. (sub Anabaptists). 
(4) International Ency. (su.b Schwenkfeld). 
(5) Lu.ther 1s Works (St Louis Edition) l'.X. 1 1C.Lii-l.~ ... 
-· 
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body disregarded everything that was contrary to reason or nmoral progressn, 
they also insisted on a modification of the orthodox doctrine concerning the 
Person of Obrist. To them Christ was a truly mortal being, but a man of 
un1.1s11al end.ov,ments, imbued witil iuuneasure.ble wisdom, and exalted by God. 
All men a re sons of God, however Christ was the favorite and most beloved 
son. Zoeckler tells us that they professed Christ "conceived of a Virgin, 
perfectly holy, end with power to reign over all things".(1) They represent-
ed him as having been conceived in Mary by a super~atural interposition of 
t he Holy Ghost, in consequence of which he was a~ f'ree from original sin 
and its evil inclinations, but nevertheless a~- Reason told them there 
could be no union between the divine and the human,and Jesus must therefore 
not be regarded as the God-man, but as a creature of God. And since t,hey 
denied the Deity of Christ their theory of a Virgin Birth was a corruption 
of t he tr11e Biblical version, for according to Scripture a sinless !!!!!'.! is 
unthinkable. This sect was opposed by ProtestantiBtll and persecuted by 
Ro111anism. 
There followed a lull in the eto1"lll. However at the close of the eighteenth 
cent11ry Deism and Rationalism once more insisted on a natural explanation Of 
Jesue 1 birth. In his criticism of all religion, in so far as it claims a 
supernatural origin, the French philosopher, Voltaire, also directs his 
vi triolic pen against the Virgin Birth of Christ.(2) Paulus, another re-
presentative of extreme rationalism, "gave a 1natural 1 explanation of the 
event, supposing Mary to be the victim of a deception practiced upon her 
by her kinsv10man Elizabeth.(') The freethinker Thomae Paine, a bitter 
enemy of Christianity made an assault upon this doctrine in his "Age Of 
Reason". De Wette followed with a system of theology whicll declared all 
doctrines to be poetic symbols of religious ideas, and included the stories 
of the Virgin Birtll.({I,) To Renan Jesus was a gentle Galilean, a vain 
(1) Schaff-Herzog Encycl. (sub Socinians). 
(2) Orr, "T'ae V.B. Of Christ", p.5. - "E..°"amen de l"ilord Bolingbroke, ch.l. 
(') Orr, p.5 - Strauss 1 s "Life Of Christ", I,p.18 (Z.T.) 
(4) Schatr-Herzog Encycl. (sub Watte de). 
_, ,_ 
and sene11S.l darliag of women, an ambitious dreamer, yet filled with ambition 
amd undisguised deceit. He opens his book on the "Life Of Christ" with the 
bol d aGsertion: "J eau.s was born at :tlazareth, a.ball tovm of Galilee ••••••• 
His f a ther and His mother , JoGeph end U:ary, were people in humble circum-
stances. ( 1). A little earlier Straues 1 e volume "Leben Jesu" had created 
quite a sensation. In this work he advanced the so-called "mythical theory" 
of t he Gospel narratives of t he life of Chris t and left little W1said in his 
attack oa t. e ~irg in. Birth atories(i) 
I n enumer ating the rationalistic write ro anci i mpugners 0£ t he doctrine 
u.nd.e1· disc\.\soion v,e have pae::ed ove1· a 1·e.tionalist within t he Christian 
Chm·ch, 8.l!lel y li'1•i 13d.1·ich Schleierinacher. He stirred up the trou.bled v,aters 
to u still gren t e1· pitch with his pflilosophic interpretation of everything 
i blica l. Jesus was the son of Joseph, but disti?iguished himself' among men 
beco. lee i n !!i111 11wa s t he hi hest conaciou.sness of God "• V!hile he g1·a:nted a 
u i1·acle i the constitut i on of the Person of Jesus, yet he maint,e.ined the 
.:1il·e.cle wa.s not physica l but psychical. "The sole £'actor in the retl.amptive 
work of Christ \7as hi s Perso11, and t herefore t he auper11at1.u·e.l birth, resu.r-
1·ection , etc., were of little moment. C,) 
I n 1392 Pas tor Schrempf of' \7ue.l."ttemberg b1•01.tght on a fu.ror of discussion 
0 11 t h is question when he refused to aesent to the Apostles Creed , a."ld especial-
ly objected to the article 11 bo1~n of the Virgin ~ ry". Scholars from all over 
the wo1·ld v,ei-e involved in the controversy that follov,ed. Professor Harnack 
i UJ:uedia te ly sprsn · to the defe11se of the yo wig man and ~gave rise to an 
enormous controversial li teratu1·e". ( 4) 
Sin ce then hardly a year has passed during which no attack has been 
lau.nched upon this i 1nportant doctrine. In the wake of newer tendencies has 
come the so-called 11h.istorical-crit.ical" .Jschool which makes of the Bible a 
mere piece of human literature to be read as Shakespeare is read e.i'ld open-
ly repudiates everything that is supernatural in the history of Jesus. 
(1) Scllaff-Herzog E11cycl., (sub Renan). 
(2) Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p.5. 
(') Schaff-Herzog Encycl. (sub Schleiermacher). 
(4) Ori·, 11The V.B. Of Christ", p.6. 
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Exponents of tJ1is school are loud in their declarations against the miracu-
lous Birth. Orr lists the following as representatives of this class: nLob-
stein, Pfeiderer, Schl.o.iedel, Harnack, Soltan, U~ener, O.Holtzmann, Bouaaet, 
Percy Gardner, F.C.Conybeare, Prof. Foster of Chieago, N.Schmidt of Cornell, 
and others of like etandpoint.n(.1) These men regard it as a mark of their 
i t ellectual mat urity that they reject the Virgin Birth. Foster, of Chicago, 
for ~xmnple, goe s so far as to say that any intelligent man w'no believes the 
Biblical narratives concerning miraculous events to be facts - ncan hardly 
know what intellectual honesty means~1(2) Soltan, in hie 11Geburtegeachich.te 
JeEU11 , maintai ns t 11nt t he belief' in the Virgin Birth is a sin against the 
Holy Ghost. (;) R.J.Campbell holds tJ1e same view as Soltan and calla this 
doctrine a be.rrier between Jesus and the hwnan race.(4) We could cite 
many ~ore of these modern critics of the Bible and everything miraculous, 
but we shall 14eet them a 7ain when we take up the argUillents of the opponents 
of the Virgin Birth. Suffice it to say, they have a large following among 
the clergy of t he Protestant churches to-day. The libe1·al Unitarians vrith 
t : eir Antitrinit.urian teachings naturally fall in line. Among the Baptista, 
the 14ethodiets, the Presbyterians, tJle Episcopalians, and among other pro-
mi nant denominations there are representatives of tJlia damnable heresy. They 
r epeat ov~r and over again t hat the Virgin Birth is nunacceptable to theolo-
gy, to science, to history, and to aound ·human reaaonn. ( 5) In books, in 
pelllphlets, in newspapers, over the radio, from platform and fr0!11 pulpit 
-
the Satanic doctrines of nmodem th.eologyn are being broadcast throughout 
th.e world. The result is th.at many Christiane are led to believe th.at the 
case for the Virgin Birth must indeed be a weak one, and ·since it is main-
tained that this doctrine is unessential to Christian f'aith, not a few 
assume an attitude of indifference to it. Fosdick says: nside by aide 
~2) Orr, ~The V.B. Of Christn,p.1' - nThe Finality Of The Christ. Rel.p.1,2. 
\1;} Orr, "The V.B. Of' Christa, p·.19. 
(~) Orr, nTlle V.B. Of' Cllriat11 , P• 1 -'• 
4 
(4) The l~ew Theology, pp.97-98. 
(5) Schulze G.A. ~'Zheo. hlonth. 0 ,Vol.VII, 1927, p.194. 
vti th the orthodo:c Christians in t.he evm1gelical churches is a group of 
equa lly loya l and reve1·ent people vrho would say that. the Virein Birth is 
not, to be a ccep t ed a s an historical fact.. They would SflY those early dis-
cip l es phras ed it. .i n terms of biological 14iracle t hat our minds cannot use11 • 
( 1) However we believe t hat. D1·.Foedick is speaking for a very small minority 
or Chri etians and t.ha.t. by f a r t.he va st majority of Protest.an t, laymen are . 
st.il l bol d enough to conf'e ss, 11 I believe in Jesus Christ, born of the Virgin 
1,Ia :i:·y 11 • ilnd. l est we be lef' t unde r the false i mpression t hat the weight of 
evidence and of' s chole.1·ship ie p repo11de1·atingly on t ile side of t.he impugners, 
l et u.s liot a f'ew of the outs t anding men who stand on positive g round. Orr 
ltlenti ons: 11 :Sishop Lightfoot and t l1e late Bishop estcott, Sir Wm.Ramsay, 
Dr. Sllllda ;y of O;d'ord , Dr. Svrete of Cambridge, Principle Fair'bairn of ~iansf'ield, 
0:x.f'ord , Bi shop Gore, C&non Ot t ley, Dr.Khowling , Ca.non Hensen, Adeney, Garvie, 
Rartle t, Deany, Theo Zahn, B. Vieiso, Seebe1·g, Cremer, Schaff', Briggs, and 
many 1ao re 11 • ( 2) 
Thio i n short is t he history of the controve1·ey from the f irst to tl1e 
twentieth cent u r y. The doctrine itself' ha s outlived. all v,rangling. 11The 
,ord of God abi de t.h foreve1· 11 • As stated e.bove, aside from a few Ebioni tea. 
a nd Gno et i c s , t he article of t he Virgin Birth fonnod an essential part of' 
the gene1·a l f aith of t he darly Church. '1','h.erever the unadulterated Gospels •. 
of Matt hew a nd Luke were accepted t he nativity chapters v;ere also accepted. 
It \"1as contained i n the first J'Rules of Faith", the baptismal creeds whicil 
a re tra ced back to Apos tolic t imes. Stu.dents have shown beyond tl1e shadow 
of' a dou.bt t hat t he earliest form of' the Apostles Creed, tile Rollllln Creed, 
i s not on ly based on these baptismal cre eds, but is a development ot tlum. 
(') In this Roman creed. 11 t i-1e doct.rine of the Virgin Birth received its 
first authoritively fo rmulated statement., not l e.te1· than 100 - 150 A.D. n(4) 
We have sifted the testimony of t11e early Church Fathers and found Cl,. 
( 1) \Vm.Jenning s Bryan, "Sunday School Times" - "'rhe V.B. n Jan. 1924. 
(2) Ori·, 11 The V.B. Ot Christ." - p.~0.:-Q.a. 
(:>) Ori·, "The V.B. Ot Clu-ist11 , p.141-142. 
( 4) scha:f't~Herzog El1cycl. (sub The Virgin Birth). 
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r emarkable consensuo of opinion on this point. The East and the West declared 
f or t he Vir i n Birth . It was i ncluded in the official statement, of the Synod 
of Antioch, 269 A.D.(1 ) 11'\'lhen t he Creed of !icea was etilarged and presented 
t o t he Council of Chalcedon (451 A.D.) as t he fo.ith of the Fathers of the 
previous council of Constantinople, t he Vi rgin Birth appears as an essential 
part of the historic Hicene faith i n that form of' t he Creed which for nearly 
f i fteen centuries has been t he Creed of t."ie entire Christian Church. · ·119 one 
thou ht of questioni ng it dud ng these cen t uries, whether at the division of 
the Ea.st and the /Tes t, or of P1·otestant.i sm f rom Rome, except a fe..-: Anabaptists 
nnd Socini e.ns, until r ecent tiruea. 11 (2) Even to-day the Virgin Birth of Christ 
i s an est ee!Xled a rti cl e of faith of t he orthodox church bodie s t hr oughout the 
world , and we may r epeat what Justin said hundreds of years ago,nit is the 
uni vers~l belief t o be accep t ed by everyone calling himself a OHRISTIJJ Jn. 
(1) a . A. Driggs, 11Amer.Journ.Of' Theo." - Vol.12, 1908.- P.197. 
(2) 11 11 11 11 n II n n 11 - P.1 98. 
_,,_ 
II 
A SOOIARY OP THE MAIN POINTS BROUGHT UP BY 
THE OPPOSITIOH - REFUTATIOlf 
Rebuttal of argument s advanced against t.he :f'undamenta.l teachings of 
Scriptu.re is of lit.t.le importance to t..~e Christian in so far as he is a 
Christian• For him the Bible is t.he inspired and infallible Word of God. 
If' t.he Sacred Page clearly ate.tea a fact which transcends his reason, as 
for instance, t hat Christ was "conceived by t.he Holy Ghost and. bom oft.he 
Virgin Mary", t ho Christian will accept the statement, subjecting his rea-
aon to the Word. • And.,yet, apologetics, in ao far as it removes objections 
of the enemy, has its value even for the Christian. In meeting the oppo-
nent, on his o,m ground, combating reason with reason, apologetics may at 
t.imea render valQ&ble service. Int.he following lines we shall thetore 
present, the objections moat frequently raised against the Virgin Birth of 
Christ and endeavor to refute them, not because we feel we can 1n any ~ 
strengthen or fortify the Biblical accowita, but rather in order to reveal 
how feeble and subjective are the "ayatema11 of men. It would .be impossible 
to cover all of them in a short thesis, however it shall be our aim to at 
least touch upon the more important, discussing t.hem Wider various more 
general head.a. 
The present struggle overt.he Virgin Birth is but one phase of the age• 
old. battle of reason versus the Word of God. It will therfore not be 
necessary to delve into ancient history in order to gain a composite pict-
ure of what the opposition has to offer • In the main the chief' difference 
between t.he arguments advanced. to-day and those adduced by the contemnera 
of centuries past is to be found in the language and terminology used rath-
er than in the content. For this reason we feel we are justified to more 
or leas limit ourselves to the objections raised in the present time. 
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At. bottom of it all is a 148.rked tendency to rationo.lism which is aweeping 
t.hrough the Christian Church to-any, and which either ignores or tries to 
explain away the miraculous elements of Scripture. 
The .Miracle - Impossible. 
In the first place t.here is a radical group which maintains that this 
supernatural element in the Virgin Birth is proof of its impossibility. 
The doctrine presupposes a miracle and for that very reason it must be re-
jected. Thus Matthew Arnold comae forward with the bold statement: "I do 
not believe in the Virgin Birth because it involves a miracle, and miracles 
do not happen. I have no place for them in my intellectual scheme". (1) We 
will remember that Foat.er, of Chtcago University, doubts the "intellectual 
llones ty11 of any intelligent man who still affirms his faith in the miraculous 
na rratives as found in the Bible. (2) The Deists, the pantheists, the evolu-
tionists, in :tact all extreme rationalists, must be classed under this head, 
f or they cannot logically find room for the Virgin Birth in their systems o:t 
religion. 
Such dogmatic reasoning hardly deserves a reply. It is wiscienti:tic to 
say the least. We have very definite proof :tort.he Virgin Birth, as we shall 
show, and it is and remains an historical fact witil disproven by- other and 
more conclusive :tacts. Mere philosophy, bald statements, speculative assert-
ions, prove nothing. The question is not, Are miracles possible? 'l'he quest-
ion is, Did they occur? We do not ask whether the Virgin Birth could take 
place; we ask, DID it take place? Of a man like Arnold, Orr says1 "I do not 
prof'es~ to argue with that men. When he descends from his 1 a priori' altitude 
to discuss the evidence, I will hear him, but not before. It is evident this 
canon already rules aut a great deal of objection o~ a sort to the narratives 
of the Virgin Birth".(') 
(1) Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p.12 - Matt. Arnold, "Lit. a. Dog."Pre:taee. 
(2) See above, page 12. 
(') Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p.1,. 
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The Miracle - No Miracle. 
There is a much more acceptable and more nacientiticn method ot ridding 
oneaelt ot this objectionable doctrine. There are those who maintain the 
Virgin Birth can be accepted. without believing that it was a miracle. nThe 
Author of' a recent little book on 'Science An Aid 'l'o Paith 1 concludes a 
•cholarly and scientific discussion by saying: 'Modern science af'tirma 
nothing that discredits the doctrine ot the Virgin Birth. To assert that 
t here is anything in biology or in any other modem science that discredits 
t he Virgin Birth, considered a physiological event, is to display lack ot . 
knowledge ot the latest advances in science. 1 n(1) In this same volume 
attention is drawn to the facttli4t parthenogenesis, generation trom a virgin, 
is a common phenomenon. Are not bees occasionally known to propagate with-
out sexual union, and eggs "caused to develop artificially by certain 
physical and chemical meana11 ? The temoua scientist, Romanea is called in 
t o declare that even while he was an agnostic and before he came to the 
Christian faith, "There was no physiological law which would prevent be-
lief' in t he Virgin Birth11 . (2) Thus one scientist after another is brought 
before the bar as a witness tor the plausibility ot the Virgin Birth. 
But we ask, what has this to clo with Christ? The Goepel narratives are 
clear and distinct in ascribing the miracle ot the Birth trom a Virgin to 
the Holy Ghost, not to phenomiina brought to l i ght by science. A natural 
explanation will not suffice, and is as antagonistic to the true doctrine 
as absolute rejection. 
The Miracle - Adulterated. 
A third group ot scholars takes a sort ot a neutral position, at.anding 
between the traditional _Christian and the modern view. Thia body grants 
that there was something miraculous connected with the Birth - it does not 
(1) Straton R. "The V.B., Fact Or Fictionn. A debate. p.12. 
(2) Same as ( 1), p.12-14. 
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however, concede a physical miracle, bl.it only a miracle of a spiritual, 
psychic nature. One wilJ. immediately recognize t.his as the ntheory• of' 
. 
Schleiezmacher wnoae teachings were touched upon above. ( 1) He has .had 
numerous imitators; among others, Keim., Beyschlag, and the Ritschlians, 
Kaftan, Loof'a, Haering, etc.(2) 
We need not go to any lengthy rebuttal of anything so impossible as 
I 
Schleiermacher a "psychical miracle". rt, is not only contrary to ScriptU:_re 
but also to reason. The Bible calls Christ "that Holy thingn, terms Him 
11 tr,e Son of God!', and tells us th.at "in Him dwelletb. al.1 the tulneaa of 
tne Godhead bodily".(') In other word.a, the Bible ascribes perfect holi-
neaa· to our Lord, while Schleiermacher would only accord Him. acquired 
sanctification. The Bible calls Him. God, tn.is theologian makes Him out 
to beam-ere sanctified and perfect man. And considering it from the 
standpoint of' pure reason, we are conatruned to ask with Orr: 11 Can we, 
in the establishing of such a new creative beginning, - in the origination 
of One who, while holding of humanity, is yet outside tn.e chain of its 
heredities and liabilities, - think of' a spiritual miracle which has not 
alsu its ph~sical aide? I contend that we cannot.: ; . ; ••• The best proof 
of al~ f'or the inadequacy of this half-WR¥ position is t.hat, historioaliy, 
it has never been able to maintain itself'.n(4) Schleiermacher•a 11ideal 
man", tn.e product of a npsychical miracle11 , certainly is anti-Scriptural, 
unreasonable, and inadequate, for by granting tb.e sinlessness or Christ, 
the author himself' digs a grave for his own "theory". 
The Miracle - Unhistorical. 
We now come to a whole array of' objections which. have been popularized 
by the so-caJ.led 11higher criticala school. Higher critics have found a 
very simple way of ridding themselves of' t.his inconvenient doctrine of' the 
Virgin.Birth. While they are not as dogmatic as their extreme naturalistic 
9P• .. above, p.11. 
Orr, • 'Jhe V.B. Of' Christ", 
Lk. 1,,5: Col. 219. 
Or.1·, n'l'he V.B. Of' Christ", 
p.197. 
p.206. 
brethren, they are nevertheless infected with the leaven of naturaliam and 
cannot f i nd room for~ a supernatural origin of Christ in their •1ntellect.-
11al scheme". Putting it blu.ntly, the h~gher critics also take offense at 
the miraculous elements of Scripture. When these particular features cannot 
be evaded, it is the policy of this group to explain away the historicity 
of all supernatural assertions, either by invalidating the text, or by 
attacking tile "internal character" of the narratives concerned. Exponents 
of this school attack. the problem of the Virgin Birth frQD. every conceivable 
angle, and while their w1 tness may at times disagree and even contradict, 
all reach the basic conclusion - THE VIRGIN BIRl'H IS NOT AN HISTORICAL PACT. 
An i nquiry into t he historical reality of the Virgin Birth naturally be-
gins with tne documents that contain the birth narratives. Here the crr tic-
al scllool feels it is on firm ground. •The Gospels, we are told, are .!ll§; 
we do not know for certain who are their authors; they are at least far re-
moved from the even~s whicll tney relate. What credit, tnerefore, can be 
attached to t11.em?•(1) Of. what historical value are they to a man of the 
twentieth century? 
In tne first place there has been a noticeable trend among the scholars 
and critics in recent years to return- to the traditional eary dates of all 
of the books of tb.e .i~ew Testament. Harnack, for example, places Matthew 
as early as 7C-75 A.D., and Luke about 78-9, A.D. (2) B.Weiss thinks they 
were written even earlier.(,) Allen, in his Gospel of Matthew accepts 65-
75 A.D. as the probably date of the first Gospel.(4) Even so critical a 
writer as Holzmann holds 68 A.D. to be about the correct date for Uatthew.(5) 
Theo. Zahn, one of the greatest authorities on the New Testament of the 
present age, believes in an original Aramaic Matthew, and accepts 61-66 A.D. 






n n - 7 Orr, The V.B. Of Christ, P•' • 
a a n a n , p.56. 
Intern. Crit. Comm.. - Uathhew - LXXXV 
Yeyer 1s Commentary - Mt., p.16. Lk., p.244. Volumes I and Ia. 
Seventh and sixth Edition respectively. 
Orr, 1 'l'he V.B. of Christ", p.61. (6) Same as (5). 
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to the logical conclusion - the Gospels containing the Birth narratives are 
to be placed within the limits of the Apostolic age. 
A few words concerning the editors should suffice. The Lukan authorship 
has never been seriously doubted. It has on the contrary been defended by 
such writers as Keim, Beyschlag, Meyer, Godet, and most English acholars.(1) 
Harnack and Ram.say have also thrown their powerful advocacy into the scale, 
and the authorship of Luke is thereby more firmly established to-day than 
ever before. (2) 
With Matthew the case is a little more difficult. Mall¥ scholars believe 
tha t the ~reek Matthew was based on an older Aramaic document, "because all 
ancient writers ~el~ u~ that Matuiew wae composed 1n the -Hebrew, i.e., the 
Aramaic".(;) The conclusion drawn by the higher critics is that the Ureek 
Matthew ie not. the original, but a later work based on the Hebre,-: Ua.t.thew 
and the earlier Mark, neither of which have the birth narratives. Ergo, 
t he introducto1·y chapters of our present Goepel are a product or an addition 
i '!t 
of t he Ureek Evongeliet, the whole Goepel,v>laced under euepicion, and the 
book loeeo its historical worth. 
It ie not ou1· i ntention to delve deep into the problem of the 0 Logia0 -
and of the "Aramaic lliatthewn at this point, tor such a discussion would 
lead us tar afield. We can only show that. there are very able scholars 
who put no stock in the "Two-Sourcen theorj Qf Matthew, and others wh.o 
are of the opinion th~t. the Apostles"connection with the Pirst Gospel 
was very much more direct than the prevailing theory aasumes".(4) Zahn 
holds the latter view, and Westcott says: n All early writers agree that 
hlatthew wroto in Hebrew •••••• £\ t the same time all equally agree 1n ac-
• 
cepting the Gospel of Matthew without noticing the existence of a doubt . . . . . . 
as -.to its a\,ltnentioity".(.5) We add a statement, from "Qr1:-: • However, 
(1) Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ•, p.,a. 
(2) a n n h n ' p.,S and 69. 
c,~ a Ii II II ,I ' p.59. (4 n n II n n , P• 61. 
• (5) WAstcott, "Int.roduction To Gospels" ,pp. 22,-4. 
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the testimony of the early Church ia unanimous as. to the identity of our 
existing Greek Gospel with the Gospel that Matthew wrote. The early Fathers 
knew no other Gospel of 14atthew, and. they attributed it unhesitatingly to 
the Apoatle:(1) If' an Aramaic original ever existed, it must, as Meyer. 
says, "apart from the language, have been in content and. form, in whole and 
in part, aub~tantially the same as our Gre~k Uatthew11 .(2) In the light of 
all tne evidence for Ma.tthean autnorahip we cannot permit the objections of 
t he critics to stand as valid. 
In summing up, we might say, the early date of the two Gospels under 
consideration has been definitely ~atabliahed, and the authorship of Luke 
and Matthew.must be conceeded. 
But it is further objected that ~he writers themselves are not trust-
worthy; that they were naturally biased, incredibly stupid, and products 
of a superstitious , ignorant age. Intent on glorifying~ deifying their 
Master, the3e men spun yarns about the miraculous origin of Christ. Reville, 
as Godet puts it, thinks that~Matthew is more foolish than false; Luke more 
false t.han foolial1".(-') Fosdick believes in a sort of evolution or 11develop-
ment of t he miracle-stories", and intimates tnat Matthew and Luke merely 
heightened and exaggerated tne earlier traditiona.(4) 
Thia ia another example oft.he arbitrary manner in which men, who believe 
the Virgin Birth ought not to have happened and therefore did not happen, 
do away with this inconvenient doctrine. Leaving aside all ideas of in-
spiration, we have no reason tor not accepting these writers (Llc. and. Nt.) 
as honest, sincere, serious-minded men. The one was a business man, the 
otner an historian of no mean ability, y~a, · one of the moat reliable 
historians of all timea.(5) He begins hie Goepel by stating that he haa 
carefully sifted all the evidence of 11 eyewitneaaea, and. ministers of the 
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Meyer, "Comm. On Mt. 11 , I,p.11 and. 44. 
Orr, The V.B. Of Christ, p.66. 
Fosdiek, uThe Uodern Uae Of ~he Bibleu, p.144-8. 
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V:e may say with Orr: 0 I postulate the honesty of the writers 0 • (1) God.et 
confe sses, 0 If I am asked, with what scientific or religious assumptions 
I have approached this study of the third Gospel, I reply, with these two 
only: t hat the aut"hors of the Goapels were men of good aenae and good 
f'alth 8 • Macartney co1D1nents: 8 How much these contemners of the Virgin 
Birth must have wished that for their purposes of denial or discounting 
it had been the great historian LU1Ce who waa silent on the aubject, in-
ote&.d of' t he tragiuentary Mark or the philoaophical Joh11~. (2) To Uacart-
ney I a way of thinki ug Luke was undoubtedly one of the moat scientific 
and dependable witnesses of his age. 
Unable to hold t heir own in the attack upon the authenticity of the 
Gosples and upon the char acter of the writers, the hig.~er critics focus 
their guns upon t hooe sections of t lle Gosples that contain the Hat.iyit.,v 
nar,Qt.ives. They point out that there are but two witnesses to the origin 
of our Lord - Matthew and Luke - and even these confine ~1eir testimony to 
a fe-r, i ntroductory cnapters tho.t are not above snspi cian. We are asked to 
bel ieve t hat these chapters were not part of the original Gospels in which 
they are found, but are fanciful preludes invented and attached by later 
writer s . Thompson , who is continually being quoted by modern students, 
thinks it remarka.ble,"That there is nothing in Luke, a.part from chapters 
1-2, which could by any ·possibility suggest the idea of a Virgin Birtll. 
I f ,by accident, these two chapters had been lost, it would never have 
occured. to any one that they were missing". He maintains the so.me thing• 
of the first chapters of Matthew and further on shows why t,bese chapters 
should be dropped.(') Wellhausen, in his 0 The Gospel of Matthew, Trans-
lated and Explained", and in "The Gospel of Lu~e, Translated and Explaineda, 
does not even think it necessary to add a word of explanation when he 
si1D.ply drops these chapters from his commentary. (4) According to B.Weiss, 
(1) Orr, 0 The V.B. Of Christ11 , p.65. 
(2) Macartney, "Twelve Great Questions About Christ", p.17. 
(') Thompson, aMiracles In The New Testoment0 , pp. 142 and 1,0. 
(4) Orr, nThe Virgin Birth Of Ohrist11 , p.48. 
the genuiness of these chapters was also attacked or doubted by earlier 
scholars - Williama, Strot.11, Hess, Ammon, and J.Jonea.(1) If the theory 
ot these men can be established the doctrine of the aupematural concep-
tion ia branded as an historical fraud, and the testimony of the Birth 
narratives impeached. 
But what are the facts? Surely, Wellhausen'a ayatem of simply omitting 
these chapters without even co1D1nenting upon his strange action, cannot be 
considered scientific. He would not dare to treat a work of Shakespeare 
or any ot,her piece of literature in like manner. Who than gives him the 
right to arbitrarily cut out certain portions of Scripture which do not 
suit his fancy. We maintain the Nativity chapters are genuine pµ-ts of 
the primary Gospels, and to ignore them is to ignore the whole New Testa-
ment, for they are as firmly established as any chapters in the Bible. 
\~1en we appeal to the manuscripts or to the Versions, what do we find? 
"Ther e is not a single Wllnutilated Mss. of the New Testament which does 
not contain t he Birth narratives. The same ia true of the ancient _versions 
of the ~ew Testament, or the translation .from the Greek into the popular 
_to~u.es of the different countries. Every MSS. and every Vesion bears 
witness that the Birth narratives are genuine sections of the two Gospela 
in which they are found."(2) Alfred Plummer lists the primary uncials 
in which they are present, and. calla attention ta the UDanimous testimony-
of the Vel'aions - the Latin, Egyptian, Syriac, Armenian, Ethiopic, and 
.Gothic.(,) Weise a~a,"inere never were forms of Matthew or Luke with-
out the Infancy narratives".(4) Even the liberal Thompson admits," We 
have no external evidence for followi:ngthe hint of 111,1, and regarding 
all that precedes as a prologue, added at a later date, or by a ditter-
ent author, and not a conatitu.ent part of the Goapel~.(5) This he 
states concerning the Gospel of liuke, and his remarks on Matthew are 
(1) lieyer 1 s Comm., - Matthew, p.44. B.Weiss. 
(2) Macartney, aTwelve Ureat Questions", p.18. c,) Plwamer, "Intem. Orit. Comm." - Luke, p. LXXII. 
(4) Orr, "The V.B. OF Christ", p.52. 
(5) Tll014paon, "Miracles in the N.T. n ,P• 14,. 
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even more positive. Why he does not accept the clear case his own confess-
ions make tor the Virgin Birth is more than we can miderstand. For us the 
evidence of the MSS. and Versions establishes the genuineness of these 
chapters beyond the shadow of a doubt. 
Confronted by the overwhel.mdlng evidence of the USS. and Versions, the 
opponents next try to discredit the Nativity by attacking the integrity of 
the text and eliminating certain verses which assert the Virgin Birth. They 
say, drop a few verses from the introductory chapters and the whole doctrine 
of tile Virgin Birtl1 of Jesus disappears. Matt.hew is usually lef~ untouched, 
11i'or t bei-e can be nQ doubt about the meaning of chapter 1-2, wh.ich teaches 
the Virgin Birtil quite explicitly throughout".(1) Some .have, however,. 
attempted to minimize the importance of his testimony, as for instance 
Potter - 11We come next to Matthev, and there we have one verse, chapter 4, 18, 
which otates the Virgin Birth. It is the only verse which states it in 
Ua tthew, and I might aa well say here tllat it ia the one verse in the whole 
Bible whi ch at.a tes it directly and clearly".(2) Luke, on the other hand, 
nae sw:'f ered mutilation at the hand~ of quite a number of recent scholars. 
"Beyschl ag, Harnack, end others, say that by omitting Luke 1,,4-5, the 
claim to the Virgin Birth of Jesus will vanish from Luke?!l;1 Hear what 
Thompson has to suggest: 11It m81' be confidently said tlle.t, if two verses, 
;4 and ;5 (Of Luke), were removed from the text, there would be no sug-
gestion left of anything but a human birth."("4) In the following para-
graphs he proves that even verse ;5 is"not incompatible with human birth•, 
and that only verse ,. remains as a "crux"., , !.!ore than that, we need but 
' !J ~ , I ( drop :four words, n"e.,ru 'o. t/o ~ ~ OU s-•rvw Col h) n - and prestP,, tnere is 
no suggestion of the Virgin Birth in the Gospel. T'aompson1 s solution is, 
"t11ese words are interpolations of a later writer who wished to make the 
miracle claar •••••• for we have no reason, unfortunately, to suppose 
(1) Thompson, "hliracles in the N.T. 11 , p.154. 
(2) Potter C.F., "The V.B. Fact Or Fiction?", p.59. 
(;) Crain o.E., 8The Credibility of the V.B. 11 , P..42. 
( 4) Thompson, 11W.racles in the N.T. 11 , p• 147 . 
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that. even the best. t.ext.~bich we possess are free from int.erpolationan. (1) 
e have quoted from Thompson at length becauoe he is considered quite an 
authority Blllongmodern critics, and gives us a shining example of how these 
men deal with the Hew Testament text.. 
However, the evidence for these verses is os strong as the evidence tor 
t he genuineae ss of the whole chapters. In a recent article·, Gresham 
r.iachen, he.a powerfully and schole.rly demonstrated the integrity of the 
Lukan narrative . He concludes his tat.her lengthy discourse, n Our con-
clusion then is that. the entire narrative in Luke 1-2 finds both its 
climax e.nd its centre in t he Virgin Birth of Christ.. A superficial read-
i ng may lead ·t.o a contrary conclusionJ but ~en one enters sympathetically 
i nt o t he inner spirit of the nar1·ative one sees that the Virgin Birth is 
eve1·ywhere presupposed. The account of t."ie lesser wonder in the case of 
t he f orerunner, the delica te and significant way in which tda.ry is put for-
wa1·d i nstead of Joseph, the lofty key in v1hich the whole narrative is 
pitched - ali this is ~ncomprehensible without the supreme miracle of the 
of t he supernatural conception in t he Virgin's womb. THE L~TERPOLATION 
HYPOTHESIS, therefore, not merely FAILS OF PROOF, but ( so fully as can 
reasonably be expected in literary criticism) IS POSITIVELY DISPROVENn.(2) 
"Gunkel dismisses all these interpolation theories as baseless. Dr.Chase 
oays of them in a recent paper: 1 I cannot think there is a shadow of 
justification for regarding LkJ 1,,4-5 ••• as an addition to the original 
document, inserted either by St.Luke himself, or by some unknown int.erpo-
l a tor, and for thus eliminating the idea of the Virgin Birth from the 
genuine Gospel••• The arguments brought forward against them are wholly 
subjectiveJ and I hope that it is not arrogant to say tllat these arguments 
appear to me both far-.fetched and mechanical 1 • n(,) Thia is the opinion 
of able scholars on the integrity of the Lukan narratives, without even 
(1) Thompson, "Miracles in the N.T.", p.149. 
(2) Machen J.G., nPrincton Theo. Rev.n, Vol.XXV, Oct., ~927. P.:,86. 
C,) Orr, "The V.B. Of Ohrist0 , p.56. 
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making mention of the impregnable account of Matthew, 1which cannot be 
operated on in this faahion".(1) Wllat need have we tor further witneaaT 
That the critics are aware of the many loop-holes in their "interpolation 
theoryN is evident from the tact that they try to bolster it up with a whole 
catalogue of aa.ditional arguments and objections. Since they are unable to 
satistactorly rid themselves of the aupematural Birth record.a by- means of 
textual criticism, they turn to certain "internal mark.a" which are supposed 
ts> prove that these narratives are later additions. Thompson &9¥a that 
"doubt is thrown upon £he narrative of Matthew, because of ita use of pro-
pllecy, and its lateneee and artificiality of tone". (2) :.Keim argues the con-
nection between the first two chapters and the third is very loose.(,) In 
Luke, chapter 1,5 - 2,52 is said to be foreign to the text and to Luke's 
style in general.(4) Hilgendorf asserts that in the Acts of the Apostles, 
chapt er 1,1, "the Gospel o~ Luke is described as a treatise concerning all 
tha t Jesus began to do and to teach until He was taken up. In this •,ro,flv 
Tl. I( ,t'i. d L d t Co I(~, V : , tne narrative of Luke 1, 5-2,52 cannot be included; 
therefore those first two chapters were no part of the 'former treatiee'."(5) 
Once more we must aay, tnere is nothing to favor these objections, eave 
the dioinclination of the opponents to believe the Virgin Birth. The etylie-
ic evidence in both Gospels is so strong that only a biased mind will not aee 
it. Matthew is mainly concemed to bring hie meeaoae to hie kinsmen and 
naturally draws upon Jewish sources to drive home hie arguments. He does 
ao throughout the Goepel, and this very tact forces us t.o believe that he 
is not only the author of chapters 1-2, but also of · chapters ,-28. Thia 
Apostle has· a fondneee for introducing hie prophecies 'Id.th the phrase, 
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Thompson, •w.raclea In The N.T.", p.159. 
Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p.,O. 
Machen, 1 The Princeton Theo. Rev.•, Vol.lV.,'1,906. January. P.44. 
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Goepel, employing it five times in the introductory chapters. 1 The peculiar-
Gr.eek words and phrases so colDl4on to the Nativity chapters, are also common 
to the remainder of the Goapel."(1) The same holds true of Luke. Plummer 
aeeerte,"The peculiarities and characteristics of Luke 1e style and diction 
rw1 through our Goepel from ebd to end. In the first chapters they are 
pe:z:hape raore frequent than elsewhere". (2) Harnack, who himself does not 
accept the Virgin Birth, is honest enough to admit, 1 the Infancy chapters 
show wunistakeable signs of Lukan authorship".(') We adduce one more wit-
nes s - a word from Machen: "Indeed, the cumulative evidence advanced tor 
t he linguistic affinity of' the birth narrative with the other Lukan writings 
must, I think, be pronowiced very convincing - far too convincing to ill.low 
us to stop short with the hypothesis of a common redactor merely".(4) These 
internal evidences plainly deny that there was a double authorship in either 
of the Gospels. Keeping this fact before our mind we shall have little dif-
ficulty with the remaining arguments that are brought forward on the ground 
of 11inter~al evi,y,ence". 
It is next urged that both Matt.hew and luke contradict their own story 
of t he Virgin Birt.11, not only in the Nativity :chapters, .·but also in the 
rematnder_of their Gospels. How then can we close our eyes to these glar-
ing inconsistencies and accept the, narratives as historically sound? The 
two verses of Luke, for example, that have given the critics so much troub-
le, namely Luke 1,,~,5, are said to be without corroboration from the rest 
of ' the Infancy narrative, and even contradicted by it, since the whole of the 
first two chapters ezcept these two verses proceed from the supposition that 
Jesus was the eon of Joseph and traces hie Davidic descent through him. 
They point to such phrases as 1house of David•; -t.h.e repeated ocourance of 
. I 
such words as n tovti~ n, applied to Joseph and Mary, and n 7'"(-,H! e n applied 
(1)Crain, "The Ored. of the V.B.", p.41. 
(2) Intern. Crit. Oomm. 1 The Gospel of Luke", p. LXIX. c,) Orr, •~he V.B. of Christ", p.52. - "Lukas Der-Artz", p.7,. 
(4) Machen, "Princeton Theo. Rev~•, Vol.IV. January, 1906, p.48. 
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to JosephJ the significance of the "in the days of THEIR purifi•ation"J the 
failure of Mary to widerstand1 or her astonishment at the sayings of her 
son and th.ose ot Simeon and Anna.(1) Matthew is attacked in the same mann-
er, and is acc~sed of ascribing natural paternity to Jesus in his genealogy 
as V1ell as in tlle rest of his Gospel. Thus both evangelists speak ot Jesus 
in1. terms th.at are absolutely inconsistent with. the specific verses that 
carry the Birth story. In dealing with the chapters from Luke, Thompson 
lists most of the objections we have mentioned above and finally draws the 
conclusion, 11The su2·er~·•1e are th.at these chapters are meant to be a narra-
tive of a miraculous birth, the stranger it becomes that they should have 
been written in such a way as to th.row doubt upon their own essential 
meaning". Of Uatthew he maintains, "He has no objection to speaking ot Him 
a s the eon of a hwnan father •••••• and deliberately inserts the idea ot 
Joseph's patemity:.(2) 
As stated above, these objections arise from a desire to strengthen 
t he interpolation theory, bu.t they bear little weight in view ot the ~ct 
th.at th.e authorship ot the Gosples is so well established. If Matthew ar.d 
Luke •rrote the first and the third Goepel respectively, it every chapter 
and every verse can be established as genuine parts ot these writings(,), 
t hen surely also the objections to the "internal" inconaistenciea must 
fall. The very men who placed the "generations" in their Gospels, spoke 
of JeauJtather and ot his parents, described. Mary's reactions under var-
ious circumstances, etc., are the men who tell us of the miraculous Birth 
of Christ, and yet are conscious ot no contradiction between those narra-
tives, which say Jesus was bom ot the Virgin Mary, and others which trace 
his descent through Joseph. What else can we con9lude, bu.t that there is 
no contradiction? More than that, both Evangelists are very careful in 
(1)Davidic descent - Both genealogies - with Ut.1,20 and Llc.1,27.,2.69,eto. 
"Parents: Lk.2,21.,,.4,.4,,etc. "Pather",Lk.2,48,etc. "Purification", 
Lk.2,22. "Astonishment of Mary", Lk.2,,,.48. 
(2) Thompson, "Miracles inN.T.", Lk.,p.150 - Mt.,p.1,0. (1-tt.•s,rs\ 
c,J Op. above pp.26-27. 
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• their genealogies, ,!!2! to say tl1at Jes11s was the son of' Joseph. Uatthew 
begins, "Abraham begat Isaac", and goes on repeating the f'orm11la down to 
11 Jaco}>:.begat Josepl1 11 ; then insteud of proceeding in the nat11ral manner, 
he makes 11ae of a remarkable periphrasio, saying, 11and Jacob begat Joseph 
the husband of Mary,"of whom was born Jesus, who is called ~Christ". ~is 
agrees perf'ec:tly with the Virgin Birth. Lu.ke, on the other hr:.nd begins 
wi th J esus and traces his lineage back to God through Ad.em, His etate-
ruent concerning t he descent of Jesus is very significant - not for natur-
a l paternity, but for the Virgin Birth, 11And Jesus himself began to be 
about t hirty years of age, being AS WAS SUPPOSED the eon qf Joseph." We 
find nothing but eubeta11tiation of the miraculous Birth in the "tables" 
of the Evangelis t a. Most positive scholars maintain that these liets 
exp r ess t he legal and not the physical descent of Jesus, and this seems 
ve 1·y p l ausible. ( 1) When the write rs therefore refer to Jesu.s as the son 
of Jo seph and Mary, or to Joseph as His "father", they have a perfect right 
to do so. The tenns u.sed "do not necessarily imply anything more than 
that there was really an adoptive relation between Joseph and Jesus, and 
that Jesus before the world was regarded as abr. actual son".(2) Matthew 
and Luke were merely reflecting the popular opinion of the day. •The 
emphasis on Joseph's Davidic descent rather than that of Mary (Lk.2,4), 
proves nothing, for it was the ma11 only who would be considered as deter-
mining the place of enrollment.~ As to Mary's pecu.liar actions, they do 
not surprise u.a in the least. We have an analogy in the behavior of the 
diociples, who never did understand their Lord until after his Resurrect-
ion although he had taught them with great patience throughout his min-
istry, and revealed Himself tot.hem on many occasions. 




Maclean ~. J. "Hastings, "Diet■- of the Bi ble11 , sub "Genealogies" -
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Machen, "P1·inceton Theo. Rev. 11 , Vol. IV, January, 1906. P.:;2. 
Some as (2) 
to the oneG we have juct treated, but we believe we have answered some of 
moat popular of them, end are convinced that our main argument, namely, 
that t v,o intelligent and sincere writers have given us the narratives under 
conoidaration without being aware of any contradiction whatsoever, covers 
practically every objection with regard to the inconsistency of the ind.ivid-
al writer. 
There is still another main objection which we must meet at this point. 
The chai·~e is p1•eferred that the Gospels of ?.fat.thew and Luke mutalJ:.y dia-
§&rca., ~ith each othQr. ~e admit it is difficult to harmonize the Synoptics 
on ex1y event in the lite of Jesus. In the Nativity chapters we have an ex-
ampl e of whe1·e t wo witnesses record one and the same event in their own 
original wo.;y, and no one would expect them. to agree perfectly in every de-
tail. If they did, the critics who make most of their inconsistencies 
would probably be the first to accuse them of mutual conspiracy in record-
i ng the aupernatural conception. 
The"apparent diecrepanciesn between the two "tables" do not concem us 
at present. That would be matter for a separate discussion. We are satis-
fied to have shovm the genealogies.•in no way deny or invalidate the Birth 
narratives. However,the historical events incidentally mentioned by both 
• Evangelists are said to be contradictory. Some find a contradiction with 
respect to the place of residence of Mary and Joseph. Soltau permits him.-
self to say: nwe leam from Matthew that BethlehElll was the real native 
place of Joseph and Maryn.(1) But Soltau has no foundation for his assert-. 
ion, for Matthew says nothing in his first .chapter as to where the events he 
na~rates took place. In the second chapter he mentions Bethlehem tor the 
first time, merely as the birth-place of Jesus. When he tells ot the re-
turn from Egypt and tile settling down at Nazareth, he naturally refers to 
this place tor the first time. Where is the contradiction? Thompson 
(1) Orr, nThe V.B. Ot Christ", p.,4. - "Op. cit., p.,o (E.T.). 
also makes Bethlehem the home of Joseph and Uary on basis of the account 
in.Matthew - 0Matthew then, 1s quite at variance with Luke as to the home 
of aoseph and Mary, and as to the circumstances under which the birth took 
place. The flight into Egypt is quite incompatible with St.Luke's chron-
ology,,, ••• On a number of points we have to choose between them. (lit.and 
Lk.), or to reject them both. 0 (1) Enough of this - these men are simply 
following the favorite method of the critics, dealing with the narratives 
in such a way as to discredit their trustworthiness by pitting one against 
the other, and declaring them to be divergent and contradictory~ Let us 
briefly survey the tacts in the case. We cannot here go into the problem 
of the Synoptics, but any unbiased reader ot the Birth stories must reach 
t he right conclusion, that Matthew and Luke make up one complete narrative, 
independent ot each other, it is true, yet converging in the one all impor-
~o'I'\~•\"' • ~ 
tant fact - a VirginAand bears a son as a result ot a miraculous working 
of the Holy Ghost. Orr lists twelve major points in which the accounts perff · 
fectly harmonize.(2) He adds, °Caretul inspection shows that, even in the 
I 
respects in which they are divergent, so tar from being discrepant, th•.y 
are really, in a singular way, COMPLEMENTARYJ that where a careless glance 
suggests contrariety, there is really deep and beautiful harmony0 .(') 'l'he 
key to the accounts lies in the tact that Matthew tells the story from the 
standpoint of Joseph, while Luke delicately gives us !l!ary1a side of the 
unprecedented. event. For this reason Sanday terms Luke's book, 8 the wo-
man's Gospel".(4) We appeal to one of the latest ot critical writers, 
Oscar Holzmann, "who, in his recently published "Lite Of' '7esus'- r, tells 
us: 1"A contradiction between these narratives ot Matthew and Luke does 
not exist; even in regard to the places of residence there ia no need 
. ~ tor assuming one'.(5) The sane conclusion is - 'l'he two independent 
Thompson, "Miracles in the N.T.", pp.152 
err, 8 The V.B. Of Obrist", pp.,6;,,1. 
Same as (2). 
Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ•, ~,75. 
n n u u 11 
and 1'9. 
, p•,4. - "Leben Jesu", p.65. 
narratives, one from Matthew, the other from Luke, ao far from being con-
tradictory, in reality corroborate and supplement each other. 
Summing up what we have lea.med so far, we find that. we ho.ve two early 
and genuine Gospels, whose integrity is above reproach, writ.ten by intel-
ligent men whoae honeat.y must. be postulated, and whose accounts ' beautitul-
l y harmonize and supplement each other. Those Gospels, in their introduct,. 
ory chapters, teach t hat. Jesus of Nazareth was born at, Bethlehem of' the 
Virgi n .Mary, and conceived by the Holy Ghost. 
Over and against these unimpeachable narratives the enemies of' the Virgin 
Birth now attempt to bring in the reminder of' the 1'4ew Testament as witneas 
for the negative. The argument from the • llence of the whole New Testament 
is probably t he moat popula r of all the objections raised against the 
superna tura l origin of our Lord. It is maintained, that out.aide of' the 
i ntroductory chapterB' of Matthew and Luke, the New Testament. doea not once 
even a llude to the Virgin Bil·th. Mark, John, Paul, The Acta, the non-Pauline 
Epi stles, Revelati on, all are brought in one after the other to p~ove that 
this doctrine was not a part. of the Apostolic preaching. Fosdick saya"I 
11The tv,o men who contributed most to the Church I s thought of the divine 
meaning of Christ were Paul and John, who never even distantly allude to 
the Virgin Birth".(1) Campbell maintains, the Virgin Birth of' Jesus was 
unknown to t he primitive church since Paul gives u.s no hint of it, Uark 
is silent on the whole childhood of Jesus, and John simply ignore1.; the 
Birth.(2) Thie is au.ch a common argument. of the opposition that it will 
hardly be aecessary to adduce :f'urt.her negative witneeaea. The enemies 
of t he Virgin Birth a 1·e pretty well agreed, if one iiflOres the first two 
chapters of Matthew and Luke, the lfew Testament contains no hint of any-
thing supernatura l attending the 1!1.ode of Christ' a entry int~ the world. 
Therefore, it is held, the authority of t.hese isolated narratives is 
(1) Theol. Month., Vol".·YII., June,1'927. P.161.- "The New Know. a, t. Ohr. 
Faith" - a sermon. 
(2) Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p.8 . - "The New Theology", pp.97-8. 
_,,_ 
broken down, for it is inconceivable that these other writara should have 
1·emained silent ii' they knew of it. Tl;le Virg;n Birth narratives are un-
his torical. 
On t he surface of it this indic~Bent of the Virgin Birth. appears very 
formidable, however, on closer inspection the argument is ·not nearly so 
convincing. Tile argument from silence is ever a dangero1.1s one. nE silent-
io non valet consequentia". If manipulated in the right way a person should 
be able to prove !Bost anything he is in favor of, and disprove nnything his 
ov,n subjective r easoning dues not accept. Robert Dick Wilson gives ua an 
example of what such arbitrary cri ticia1u would lead to if applied to mod-
ern lite ra t ur e . If' we subj ected Scribneri s history of the United States 
to t hi s sys t em, we mi ght be led to believe that the Presbyterian OhurC?h. 
did not exi st i n the twentieth century, etc.(1) Let us apply it to a few 
ou.tstandi ng tr1,1ths which are accepted @.,!I historically sound by every sane 
Bi ble student. Mark and John, for instance, tell us nothing of the youth 
of J esu.e. Are v,e therefore obliged to follow Marcion and -believe Jesus 
dropped from heaven, that he had no youtb? Again, Jolm does not give us 
an accol.lnt of the Lord's Supper. Must we infer that John did not believe 
J esu.s institu.ted this Sacrament? We admit from the very start that there 
i s no direct statement of the Virgin Birth ou.teide of Matthew and Luke in 
t he entire New Testament, but does mere silence on the part of one invali-
d.ate the clear testimony of the other? We think not. We would mu.ell rather 
believe that the Holy Spirit, 1n his unfath~able wisdom, gave us but two 
narratives as sufficient for our faith. Various Scriptures have been writ-
ten to serve various purposes· (II Tim. ,,16), and what might not appear in 
one writing would in no way cast reflection. upon the truth or worth of 
what is found in another. "With this method of "rigor and vigor" it is 
possible ~o su.bvert all Scripture to any and all personal prejudice" and 
(1) 11 Ia Higher Criticism. ScllolarlyT 11 , PP,55-,6. 
dogmat,iam.(1) 
But, let. us examine the alleged silence of the Gospel and Epist.le writers, 
t,aking i:.tark and John as repreaent.ative of the fi r st. group, and Paul as tiiPical 
of the second. 
!itu.ch is made of the silence of M:ark, because it is supposed to be the oldest. 
Gospel we have, and as is maint.ained, shovrs obvious ignorance of the Virgin 
Birlth. The answer seems simple to us. "It, is purile to demand of a record 
vlhich proteases to begin wi t.h the minist.ry of the Baptist., that, it shall 
ment.ion &11 event, wh.ich preceded the Baptist's birt.11: "(2) The origin of 
Jesus is plainly beyond the ocope of a narrative which sets out t,o .tell 
11 t.he even t.a of Christ's minist.ry w:l:t.hin the limit.a of the common Apoet.olic 
t.e&t.imony, wllich, as we know, began with t.he bapt,ism of John, in Christ's 
t.hir t.iet.h year, and end ed with the ascension".(') It may be not.ed in pass-
ing t hat · 11 it, v,ae the singular content.ion oft.the older Tuebingen critics -
of Baur, Hilg enf eld, and others of the school, but, also of a scholar like 
Bl eck - Uark DID know of the Virgin Birt.h".(4) 
Let, Mark speak for himself. The prelude to his Gospel reads, "Ti1e be-
gi nning of the gospel ot ~esus Christ, the Son of God". 't'1hy "Son of God", 
i f Mark believed Jesus to be the son of Joseph? Moreover it might be said, 
i;far k \7a s even more consistent, in hie st.atement.s concerning ~esua than the 
author of our first. Gospel. In Mat,t.hew the people of Nazaret.11 a.re represent.-
ed as saying , "Ia not, t.llis the carpent,er's son?"(5), while P.b!.rk is very care-
ful to omit. the allusion to Joseph, and writes, "Is not t.llis t.he carpenter, 
the son of Mary? n ( 6) '\'Illy does he not say t.he son of Joseph, which cert.ainly-
would have been the more nat.ural way of expressing himself. ffllether this 
incident may be allowed to ziiake, Ma~k favor the Vir6in origin of Jesus Qr 
not, the fact remains he gives us good reasons for believeing he does. 
(1) Crain "The Credibilit.y of the V.B.", p.7. 
(2) Orr, lThe V.B. Of Christ", p.1O7 - Iiote - Dr.Swete, 
(') See above (2). 
(4) Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p.1O6. 




We next tu.m to John. Here the same remark has to be made to begin with,· 
tbat John's "silence" is du.a more to lack of occasion for the mention of the 
fact th.an his ignorance of it, for John like l&ark begins his Gospel with tae 
ministry of Josu.s. The last of the ivangelists au.rely lmew of the Virgin 
Birth as described by his predecessors. Ar. the same time we lllust remember 
that the 1110ther of Jesu.s had been placed under John's guardianship by the 
Lurd hllnaelf, and that she mu.st have lived with him u.ntil her death.(1) If 
the narratives of Matthew and Lu.ke were false, why did John not rise u.p in 
righteous indignation, defend his "1110ther11 from such "slander", and renounce, 
. repudiate, and correct these blasphemous myths? As a matter of fact he does 
no auch thing. \'!hat remains but to believe that he accepted and endorsed 
these narratives? Zahn puts it thus: "Johannes hat nicht nur indirekt seine 
Beknnatschaf't mit der jungfraeulichen Gebu.rt Jesu. an den Tag gelegt unci. Jedan 
','li der apr uch dagegen u.nterlassen, eondern er hat sich mit vollt.oenendem Zeu.g-
ni a da.z. \_,l bekannt. let der vierte Ev&.11t elist der· Juenger, welcher nach. dem. 
Teat~nent dee s t e rbenden Jesua Maria in sein Haus aufgenolm!l.en hat, so ist 
ei n staerkeres Zeu nis ala daa oeinige nich.t zu denken; denn was .. tenschen 
von de r Gebu.rt Jeau vriasen l::oennen, daes hat die !.tutte1· gewuset, die den 
Her1·n geboren hat. n (2) 
-t'le ho.ve already indicated the bitter personal enmity tilat existed between 
Cerinthus, the first impugner of the irirgin Birth, and John who wol.lld not 
even remain in the same bath with this heretic. May we tl1en suppose that 
John and Cerinthus were at one on the very point in which the latter cam.a 
into the sharpest conflict with the belief of his day? Zahn concludesi 
n Ho.t l(erinth sie(the V.B.) bestritten, so hat Johannes aie gekannt, Wld 
man du.ertte vermuthen, das er sich zu derselben bekannt ho.be".(') It 
anything, John's silence would mean that he was heartily in favor of this 
(1) John 19 , 26-27. 
(2) "Altes und Neu.ea", - Art. ueber "Ein \Teihnachtsbekenntnis", p.68. c,, 11 ft II ft II ft II I p.66• 
doctrine concerning hie Lord1e origin. But ie he eilent'l 'Je eay, nol 
Look at the · first chapter of hie Goepel, and read therein, ·· the pre-existent 
"Logos was made flesh", wh.o is nthe only begotten of the Fathern; nthe Lamb 
of God, which taketh away the sin of the wotldn. This is what the critics 
call 11 the silence 0£ St. John11 • In discussing various verses of this f'4rst 
chapter uf John, Robert.eon finds "hie language in perfect harmony with the 
Virgin Birth., One will have difficulty in giving f'u.11 force of the language 
of verse 4 without the idea of the Virgin Birth ••••••• The idea ot the 
peculia r origi n of ~eaus pervades the Gospel of John from beginning to end. 
It makes .1t practically certain tl1at, when he wrote the \':Ord.a, nthe Logos 
became fleoh11 , he wua referring to the Virgin Birth of Jesus, who .then, as 
~he Son of God, caJD.e into our human nature as the Son of man11 .(1) 
~e will remember that one of the objections to the Virgin Birth 1a thie, 
t ho.t in the after history, Mary shows. no consciousneae of the divine greatnea 
of he1· eon. Hov,eve1·, at the marriage in Cana, John pc!ictures Mary regarding 
he1· son as endowed with eupemta.tural powers, expects a miracle of him. Orr 
ho.a sized up t he situation in one sentence: nit is the irony of thie moee 
of criticism that t,he only Goepel which shows clearly this conscioueneae on 
the 90.1·t of Mary should be one challenged f'o1· i&;norance of the Virgin Birth. a 
(2) 
From the ailence of .. ~ nothing detrimental can be drawn, since the one 
central theme of thie Apostle's preaching and teaching was the death and 
resurrection of Jesus. nHe very seldomly alluded to or recalled the inci-· 
dents of Christ's life - incidents which mus~ have been perfectly familiar 
to him.n(.~) Paul journeyed from one Christian community to another, travel-
ed with Luke for years, and was a fearless defender of the truth. If the 
Virgin Birth was a heresy, creeping into the Church during · the ministry of 
(1) Theo. &nth., p.,1J. - Biblical Rev., October, 1925, pp. 575-8. 
(2) Orr, 11The V.B. Of Christ", p.112. 
(-') u .. • .. , peH4. 
-· 
Paul, then he must have knom1 of it, and we should expect to find him 
velleruently withstanding and denowicing the "myth". Yet this staunch detend-
eai of the Christian faith, neither directly refers to nor condemns this 
doctrine. We cannot help but infer, the Virgin Birth was perfectly in 
agreement with Paul's Chriatology. Hie whole life's history - the bitter 
enemy of Christianity converted into the greatest missionary for Christ 
of all tim.ee, willing to go into death for his Master - is to our mind, 
inexplicable unless Paul regarded Jesus as true God. Mow over and against 
hie r egard for, ~eeus, think of hie abhorrence for sin, his vivid discussions . -
on t he lust of the flesh and the utter depravity of man. How then shall we 
under stand him buffeted about., peroecuted, and e~fering death with a joy-
ous pr ide, ever and anon proclaiming that one message, "Thie Jesus is the 
Christ. 11 , if he believed Jesus to have been conceived in sin like as other 
wen? 'l'he human pa1·entage of Christ militates against, the Virgin Birth 
har,nonizes perfectly with Paul· s Christology. 
\'lho can r ead his epistles without being impressed. by the plea f~r faith 
i n t he God-raan, Jesus Christ, of "the seed of David", yet "Son qt Godn?(1J 
To him Christ ,•,as at all times one of us, yet not OF us, flesh of our flesh., 
and nevertheless God.(2) He speaks of Him as •emptying Himse.lf, taKing on 
the form. of a servant, being made in the likeness of men", and yet "being 
in the form of God11 • (') Christ was "the second man from heaven"(4), who 
voluntarily took upon Himself our nature(5), coming to us as the nson of God", 
"born of a woman, born under the law".(6) Here Zahn inquires: n '\'Tarum spricht 
Paulus von dem Weibe ale die Mutter, die ihn geboren hat, anetatt von dem 
Manne, der doch viel stranger schon durch dae Gebot der Beschneidwig an das 
Gesetz gebunden 1st? Die Antwort kann nur lauten: 'Weil Paulus ebeneowenig 
( 1) Rorn. 1,,-4■ 
'') Phil. 2,6-7. 
(5) II Cor. 8,9: Phil. 2,5-8. 
( 2) Rom. 8, -'• 
(4) I Cor. 15,47. 
(~) Gal. 4,4. 
wie irgend. ein Christ witer den Volks- und. Zeitgenossen Jeau von einem Manne 
weiea, der JesUlll gezeugh habe".(1) 
Vie hope t,o have sho\'m that Paul is not a wi tnesa v,ho can be relied upon 
to d isprove ·the Virgin Birth, and that hie silence is silence only in the 
biased mi11ds of' those acholars who !!!ll not believe tne miracle. In this 
manner we could go on to explain away the silence of' every book of the 
.Nev, i·estwne11t. Hovreve1·, the abqve• tl,lustrat1ons ,.,ill suffice to sho,v that 
t i1e a r ument fro s ilence, when &. ,plied to t he .-,ritings of the Ner. Testament 
vri th respect to the 1/i1·gin Birth, is witenable, leads to all so.tts ot mon-
s trous apec1.tilo.tion , and above all, IS CO!-!THARY TO 'i'ACT. 
I n our 1·ather de t ailed discussion of the argwnent f'rom silence we have 
al r eady ,11et a.a.othe1· objection of the critics, namely, that the whole !!.!! 
!!tl~ (01.ttside of l.It. and Lk. 6h. 1-2) cont radicts the Virgin Birth. 
i"e i.Jelieve to have proved, the Mev., Testament, i111plies, teaches, and per-
f ectly ha1·mouizes with superaatL1ro.l ori g in. And when the opponen t:sonce 
1110 r e b ri,1g up the a r waent f'rom 11Davidic sonship11 , e.nd. point to the ex-
p1·essiona which are su1>posed to make Jeo1.ts t he son of' Joseph, we l!lerely 
1•ef'e1· t he1a. to Matthew and Luke who do t he swne thing without any tn..,ought 
of' contradition.(2) 
The Virgin Birth stands as an HISTORICAL FACT, plainly taught in t~o 
Biblical writings, accepted by the earliest Christians, defended thbough-
out the ages, and treasured by all true believers to-day, inspite of all 
objections and calwanies continually being heaped upon it. 
THE MIRACLE - UNESSE!.fTIAL. 
Thus far we have dealt with objections th!A', openly repudiated a Virgin 
Birth, and attempted to refute the same by direct criticism. ~e now come 
(1j Altes wid Neuea - 1928, p.68. 
(2) Compare above, pp.28-29. 
to a more subtle, more insidious line of argwnent, and tor that reason more 
dangerous and threatening. T'aere is a group of scholars within the Church 
who accept moat of the evangelical doctr~nea ot the Chriatian faith, bu.t who 
are not ready to believe in the Virgin Birth. Many of these men manifest 
a deep interest in the Christian faith, a.~d zealously assert their loyalty 
to the "practical n qemands of the Christian religion. They often hold high 
positions in various church bodies a11d wield a powerful influence in the 
religi ous lives of thousands of people. We hear them speaking of Christ 
in glowing terms, holding Him up as the nideal ,tann whose example ougllt to 
be followed by all men, and using "evangelical terins v,ith u.nevangelical 
thoughts", finally make Him out, t.o be a !!!!!!!• We can therefore readily 
understand why these same man contend that, w'aether the claim to a miracle 
in the Birth of "eauo is real or fancied, it makes no essential difference 
i n the Person of Christ, and is entirely imrnaterial to the believer. It 
adds nothing of doctrinal ~~rth to the creed of the Church, and it were 
well to pure our belief's of au.ell incredible articles in order that they 
mi~ht better appeal to the "modern mind". Faith is in no way dependent 
upon, or conditioned by belief in the Virgin Birth, no not even Christ's 
Birth 
ain l ee1mees depends upon it. The VirginAmay ther:f'ore be safely dropped 
from our creeds without fear of losing anything of iMportance or disturb-
ing our faith in Christ. Thompson, in one of hie concluding sentences 
of his chapter dealing with this doctrine, says: n The view - th~t He 
came into life miraculously - adds not.hint; to the wonder of hie coming, 
or to the value of Hie"life among menn.(1) Here are a few words from 
Mr. R.J.Campbell 1 e newly published book on The New Theology. nThe cred-
ibility and significance of Christianity are in no way affected by the 
doctrine of the Virgin Birth ••••••• Like manr others, I used to take the 
(1) Miracles in the N.T., p16o. 
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the position that acceptance or non-acceptance of this doctrine was inuate11-
ial because Ohriotianity was quite independent of it; but later reflection 
has convinced me that in point of fact it operates as a hindrance to spirit-
ual religion and a real living faith in Jeaus".(1) Campbell certainly goes 
farther than Fosdick wno only claims that he is "far from thinking that he 
has given up anything vi~al in the Uew Testament's attitude toward Jesusn. (2) 
Kattan s tamps the Virgin Birt h as a doctrine "having no religious valuen. (;) 
Even with regard to e ssentiality we cannot allow the opponents objection 
to s tand. Difference ot opinion on the Virgin Birth in ~TOT immaterial, it 
I S VITAL. It goes to t he very root of the question of' deity, and that is 
t he ve ry essence ot Christ's power. We may drop all further refutation at 
t his s t age , for the question of the importance of' this doctrine will be 
t aken up once more in the last part of o\lr t.'1.esis. Mevertheless, we cannot 
r es i st t he t e1nptation to put one pointed quest~on to the critics before 
pas~ing on to the next thought: If' the Virgin Birth is w'lessential, immater-
ial, and of such little importance, how are we to explain the ernormous 
amount of. controversial literature on just this subject which is flooding 
the market to-day? "For people do not usually waste their energies in 
efforts to overtllrovr. a fact which they deem of litt le importance"(4) 
The W.racle - A Myth. 
The great problem for those who deny the historicity of' the Birth stories 
c.01o1.U kfl.,I e. 0.~l~&I'\. 
is to show how the idea of' the Virgin Birt.ti" in such a way and at such a tiae 
as to find lodgement in the Nativity narratives. The Infancy accounts are 
established. as integral parts of' two early and genuine Gospels.(5) They are 
mot interpolations, neither dot.hey contradict themselves, nor do they mili-
tate against the teachings of' the rest of the New Testament. (6) T'ae rather 
(1} Orr, "The V.B. Of' Ohristu, p • .5. - Tile New Tbeology p.104. 
(2) Theo. Month., Vol.VII, 1927. P.195. - The New Knowl. a. t. 
C,J Pieper, Dogm., III, ,66. 
(4) Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p.18,. 




ditticult problem of the critics is to show how the Virgin Birth, unless 
it were a fact, ever could huve found place in these Gospels. They must 
not only snow how the idea of the Virgin Birth might have developed during 
t he firot century, but must further . show how this idea was ever taken up 
by just those narratives in which we find it •• 
Basic for all theories, and their name is legion, is the idea that Jesus 
made a profound i mpression upon his disciples and the people of hie day by 
the Runic uenesa 11 of his personality, and that thes e disciples then tried to 
explain his preemi nence by ascribing to Him a st1pernaturo.l origin. iTe state 
tne most poptil a r t heories, roughly claosifying them under t he general heads, 
i;he "Jewish In.f'luence Theo1·ies" and the 11lieathen Intltience Tileoriesn. 
The J ewish Influence Theory. Since the narro.tives of tne Virgin Birth 
a re Jewish i n char acter, it i s most natura l to suppose that the basis of 
the i dea is to be found on Jewiah-Chl'i~tian soil. Within the limits of 
Judaism itse lf, tv,o starting poi11ts have been suggested for the develop-
ment of t he idea of U1e Virgin Birth• In the first place, men like Har-
nack believe they have found a complete explanation-in Isaiah 7,14. The 
Old Testament heroes, as for inotance Jacob and Isaac, were regarded as 
begotten of th~ Spirit (Gal.4,29), and an analogy is to be found in the 
New Testament John.(1) And since Jesus ,ms considered greater than any 
of these "spiritual childrenR, it was only a step farther to excltide the 
human factor entirely, by making the Holy Ghost not an important, but the 
sole i'actor in Christ's conception. The prophecy of Isaiah would suit such 
a belief very nicely, hence it was brought in to give impetus to the whole 
idea. Harnack not only makes this passage Ra necessary element in tb.e de-
velopment, but apparently the only detemining cause for the peou~iar 
form which the "mythR assumed.(2) Lobstein is able to trace a very definite 
(1)Machen, Rprinceton Theo. Rev.n, Vol.IV. January, 1906. P.6b. 
( 2) • II N II II N U R II p • 67 • 
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course of develop:o.ent. The character of Jesus, his mighty works~ and pro-
found sayings made such an impression on his followers, th.at unintelligent 
e.s t l1ey were, they i magined Him to be the promioed .Messiah. Later they be-
gan to reflect upon His uniqueness and decided it must be due to a miracul-
• 
ous origin. "Thus arose the Pauline doctrine of the preexistence, and final-
l y, ••••• the more highly developed Logos Christology of the fourth Gospel. 
To t he t heocratis sonship was added the metaphysic~l sonship."(1) At the 
same time a more popular development had been going on, assisted by the 
"spiritua l childern" stories and t he prophecy of Iaaial1 7T14, which found 
the sol ution of the unique personality of Christ in the fact that He was 
not begotten like other men, but directly by God. Thus the idea developed, 
f r om t he t heocra tic, to the metaphysical, to the physical sonship_. 
Pfei derer i ntroduced a new t hought when he maintained, "the ideas which 
l ie a ~ t he basis of the birth narratives came specifically from the theology 
Pf Paul, and only the details from the Old Testament.(2) As Orr puts it, 
11He act ually thought he saw in theoe words of Paul about Jesus 'being born 
of t he seed of David according to the flesh', and 1declared to be the Son 
of God with pov,er., according to the Spirit of ho line as, by the resurrection 
o~ the dead', the origin of Luke 1a narrative of the Virgin Birth."(') 
Leaving the purely Jewish and Christian basis, some seek to derive the 
idea of the Virgin Birth 11from tl'\at mixture of Greek philosophy and Old 
Testament religion which we find best exemplified in the writings of Philo~{4) 
Conybeare and Voelter, exponents of tbis th.eory, speak of "redactors• who 
were influenced by Hellenism, and by the heathen notions of "children of 
God". Of them Orr says; "It is wmecessary to delay on theories o~ a mixed 
kind ••••••• He. will be a skilful person wl10 can discern en.y trace of Philon-
ic. •influ.ence in the narratives of either Matthew or Luke".(5) 
(1) Machen7 "Princeton Theo. Rev.", Vol.IV.,1906, (Jan.) p.67. 
(2) n n n n w " • • p.69. 
t,) "The V.B. Of Christ" ,p. 119. - 11Unchristentum, pp.420-1. 
(4) Machen, "Princeton Theo. Rev.", Vol.iV. Jan. 1906, p.70. 
(5) "The V.B. Of Christ"., p.16,. 
The insufficiency ?t these Jewish and 1 mixed n theories is strikt,ngly 
attested by the fact that ao many recent critics feel obliged to seek the 
idea of the Virgin Birth outside of Judaism - in the heathen world. 
l'.h_e Heathen Influence Theories. Let us briefly outline a tew ot the main 
theories to v,hich critics have taken recourse i~rder to prove the Virgin 
Birth is a heathen idea. Usener claims that Matthew and iiuke were not 
satisfied with the narrative of the great event at the baptism, tor it 
postponed Chriot1 s cunsecration or "adoption" too long, and that rather He 
"must have been God 1 s chosen instrument from His birth".(1) Hence the 
story of the Nativity, and "here we unquestionably enter the circle ot pa-
gon ideas", "for the idea is quite foreigti to Judaism".(2) The "star", the 
11! a i 11 , etc., are from the ·"warp and woof" of heathenism. 
Soltau finds three main features of heathenism in the Nativity records. 
They are: The generation of Jesus through the Holy SpiritJ the angels song 
of pr aieeJ and the journey of the Ma.ti•(') "The angels song of praise is 
an. adaptation of rejoicingo o.t tl1e birth of Augustus, wtio was hailed as the 
savior of the whole human race. He too, poin,ts to the star and the Magi as 
baaed on heathen ~ythology."(4) In fact all three of the above ·mentioned 
heathen notions "referred to what had been handed down end proclaimed iii 
honor of the Rornan Empe1--or, especially of Augustus, to the true Saviour 
of the world. "{5) 
HoltzMann proce~da more cautiously. He allows the germ of the whole 
idea of a Virgin Birth to ori~inate in Judaism, but continues, the idea 
could never ilnve ripened tnto tts !present form on Jewish groWld.. "In the 
hen.then world it fou.nd. an atmosphere friendly to the hi~hest degree, for 
the1·e we £'ind many "children of God" - Hermes, ~\escuJ1.1.pius, Dioeysiu.s, 
iiercu.lea, ~tc., as well ao Pythagoras, ?lato, Alexander., .!.U5u.atua. These 
{1) :.ta.chen, "Princeton Theo. Rev.",Vol.IV,, J&n. 1906, p.75. 
(2) Orr, "Ti1e V.B. Of Christ", P• 16;. - En.cycl. Bib., sub "Nativity1 • 
(-') and {4) illachen, "Princeton Th.eo. Rev.", Vol.IV, Jan.,1906, p.76 
{5) Machen, same article ae C,) and (4), page 77. 
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heathen represent.at.ions 1o:t• the co111ing ot the great from. above needed only 
to etrip off their coarsely sensous fonus in order to be transferred to 
the world-cnncJ.LtE'1·in~ Son of Goel fro111 the East."( 1) 
There is one more ~roup of scholars vmose theory must be made mention 
of before we t ake u.p the refutati on of the "myth stories". It is the 
view hel d by Che~ne , G11nkel, !i'arnell, e.nd others.(2) Cheyne se, s "a be.sis 
f'o r the i dea of' the Virgin Birth in the mythology of other Eastern peoples, 
and knows that the Old Testament has, as a matter of f"act, been in various 
ways influenced by t hose mythologies~. (;5) By means of Babylonian, Egyptian, 
and Persian .parallels, he can shov, t hat"the 1>relude to the f'irst Gospel is 
a Chr istian transfo1-mation of a primitive story, derived ultimately, i h all 
probability, f'ro1a Babylonian mythology". (4) 
We have briefly stated ~1e case of some of the outstanding exponents of 
the Jewish, the Pagan, and the Babylonian "Influence Theories", '\':'Othout 
any a ttempt at refutation. To have gone into detail even in combating 
onl y t he !l!!!n "Influence Theories" would have called forth a rather tedious 
end l engthy discussion ; we might say an unnecessary discussion, for tl1ese 
scholars have carried on an internecine .warfa~e, which has so vitiated all 
attempts a t explaiQing t he mythical origin of the Virgin Birth, that little 
remains fox· u.s to refute. '!le adduce a few example of this war of exterlDin-
ation among the critics themselves. 
Harnaclt says: "The belief that Jesus was born of a Virgin sprang from 
Is.7,14. It is i n point of me~hod, not permissible to stray so far (as 1n 
t ile uentile t heories) when we have near at hand au.ch a complete explanation 
as Is. 7,14."(-') 
Now hear the other side. Soltau.: "This at any rate is clear: the belief 
in the Virgin Birth of Jesus could not have originated in ~alestineJ any-
(1) l'.fachen, "Princeton Theo. Rev.", Vol.IV. Jan.,1906, p.76 . 
(2) Orr, "The Vir. B. of Christ", P• 176. 
(') Machen, "Princeton Theo. Rev.n, Vol.IV. Jan,,1906, p.79. 
(4) Same as(') 
(5) Orr, "Tile V.B. Of' Christ", p.15,. - "Hist. Of Dog.", p.100. 
how, i~ co11ld never ~ave taken its rioe 1n Jewish circles •••• The Virgin 
Birth,in partic11lar, Wl:l.B certainly not first interred from the words of 
the prophet I saiah in 7,14." (1) Cheyne corroborates Soltau.1 a assertion 
when he says: n It ha s been overlooked t hat the mistranslation of 1ha-
o.lmah1 in the LXX is so far from accounting for the belief in the Virgin 
Birth of Christ that it requires to be explained itself."(2) In the same 
strain \'IZ'ites Gunkels "It ha o long been seen that the representation (in 
Luke) is quite foreign to pur~Judaisms the Judaism which comes from the 
Old festament ••••• knows of no miraculous begetting through a divine fact-
"But now t he advocates of the Uentile origin )lave the heavy guns of Har-
nack and his friends turned upon them.a 'The conjecture of Usener, that the 
idea or t ile birth fro1:1 a Virgin is a heathen myth which was received by the 
Chri s tians, contradicts the entire earliest developAent of Chris~ian trad.-
iti o11, which is free from heathen myths," ( 4) Harnack reminds us "of the 
f'a ct tha t t he oldest Christianity strictly r efrained from everything poly-
t heistic and heathen", and on that a ccount declares that "Tlle unreasonable 
method of collecting fr~m the mythology of all peoples parallels for origin-
al Church traditions , '\"thether historical reports or legends, is valueless. a 
In another connection Harnack is eve~ more explicit: "The Greek or Oriental 
mythology I snould leave entl.}'ely out of countJ for there is no occasion to 
suppose t.hat the Gentile congregations in the time up to the middle of t.he 
second century adopted, in despite of their fixed principJe, popular mythi-
ca l repreeentationa."(5) 
There you have the witness of the critics, representatives of the two 
6eneral mythical theories. We are reminded of the witness before Caiaphas 
at the trial of Jesus: "?leither did ·their witness agree together". Be-
(1) Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ•, p.15, - "Geburtageaohichte", pp.2,-25. 
(2) n n -, p•15' - "Bible Problems", p.19,. 
C,) : : n ·: n , p.164 - "Op. cit., p.66. 
(4) n n n n n , p.154 - MHiat. of Dog!, I,p.100. 
(5) Uachen, "PrincetonTlleo. Rev.•, VolwIV. Jan.,.1906. P.74• 
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sides, we have the newest of these theories of the mythical origin of the 
idea of the Virgin Birth, which, s.s Orr hwaorously puts it, nlike its 
predecessors, lacks but one thing - BOT'l'Oi,t. It gives th.e death-stroke to · 
o.11 tlleories that. have gone before. n(1 J. The Reverend Schulze has summed 
up the entire situati~n in one 4!1f~te:ment: nThe rival theories are_ hopelesaly 
at. variance with. each other. The Jewish theory cut.o the throat of the GentUie 
theory; the Heat.hen tl1eory disposes of the "ewish theory; the Babylonian 
theo1·y gives tile death-blow to the Jewish. and the Pagan theories and goes 
do,•m to des true tion v,i th th.em n. ( 2) 
In their strife with. each other the critics have practically sounded 
t he dea t h-knell of their own theories. It is our intention to pronounce 
:f'inal judgement upon them by p~inting out aoane flagrant diacrepancieo 
which lie on the very surface. 






1) '.l'he Time Element. 
a ) I f' early. the mil.in dif'ficulty is the impossibility of explaining 
t he rise 0£ such a myth within the apace of 25-,0 yeo.rs. The 
Apostles, Mary herael~, her friends end relatives were then still 
a live. It a myth, it is also a stain upon Uar{' s and Jesus' ho-
nor. Where do we f'ind opposition to the nm.ytrl on the part of 
those men -who would rath.er die than deny or malign their Lord? 
Another U1ing: It is a leo.din& point with the critics that Paul 
and the other Apostles knew nothing of it. Impossible! 
b) It between the primitive outlook~ the fully developed thought 
of' ~ ( L9botein (,)), or bet,.,een Paul and John, nv,e are back 
to a date of origin for this story earlier then the Epistles of 
Paul, i.e., within 20 years from the Crucifixionn.(4) Once more 
we must say, how explain the alleged ignorance of the Apostles? 
c) If concurreatly with Paul, and Lobstein says it is possible(5), 
the difficulties thicken. We thought Paul contradicted the Vir-
gin Birth, or knew nothing of it. Keim and Lobstein assume that 
t.i'ie idea of the s11per11atural bil•th, and Pa111 1 s pre-existence 
doctrine, are conceptions which exclude each other.(6) hen then 
we are still barely ,o years from the origin of the Church. How 
c011ld a myth so f11lly.formed and complex be received in that brief 
space of time? • 
Orr, !'The V.B. Of Christn, p.176. 
P.204. Month., Vol.VII., 1927. Schulze1 Theo. 
01·r, 11 The V.B. Of Chriatn, p.158. 
Some as(') 
Cbriatn, Orr, "The v.:a. Of p.159. 
n II n II N JJ p. H>O, 
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d) Ii~. what ohall we do with the Gospel accounts that have been 
established as early? 
2) The Jewish Element. 
a) We have no reason to believe that Ie.7,14 was ever applied to the 
Messiah by the Jews. F.ciereheim gives a list of all the passages, 
some 456, but Ie.7,14 is not among them. 
1:1614,i.J.t-
b) Tho Hebrew word "Alman" in it.a et.riot sense denotes a young ma\oriag~ 
able woman. And while we believe it does signify "virgin8 in the 
Isaiah passage and in other O.T. writings, the Jews at least had 
no reason to believe their Messiah would be Virgin born. 
c) The Virgin Birth is foreign to the Jewish idea of marriage. Par-
hood was honored and children considered. a heritage from the Lord. 
The J ews expected a royal l"8eoiah, not the eon of a lowly Virgin. 
d) The monotheistic idea of' God which separated the Jewish God from 
t he world as heathen conceptions of God did not, certainly cannot 
be brought into harmony with the origin of a the idea of Virgin 
Birth on Jewish ground. 
e) Luke shows no trace of connection with Meseianic _propheoy 
f) It may be mentioned as remarkable - if' the origin of' the myth was 
Jewish - t hat it was just from Jewish-Christian~ ( the Ebionites) 
that the conspicuous denial of the Virgin Birth in the early 
Church P1:"0Ceeded. 
g ) If' a myth - then a slander. Mary and Jesus - objects of ridicule. 
From }4atthew and Luke? Impossible! 
The difficulties of the Jewish mythical theories are so apparent, the 
theories so insufficient, that most modern critics have already cast them 
., 
overboard. However ;the Heathen Influence Theories are no better. They too 
ouccwnb in the face of' insurmountable difficulties. 
1) There is not a single true parallel between the Goepel stories and 
heathen mythe.(1) In the heathen world we find narratives of gods, 
who are no more thG great men, visiting women in carnal intercourse, 
but not a single Virgin Birth. In every myth we can trace the male 
factor, a god aasuming the form of a serpent, a satyr, an elephant, 
or even entering the body of the husband of the woman who is said 
to have begotten °a child of God". The theories are too contused, 
and too numerous, to refute. Orr spends about eight pages to prove 
there is no analogy between the Bible stories and heat.hen mythe.(2) 
2) There is no proof for the influence of heathenism upon Ohristiani~y 
at the time when the Virgin Birth is supposed to have originated. 
The fact is, the "ewe, especially the Christiane were filled wit.ha 
feeling of intense repugnance for anything heathen.(,) We know from 
history that they would rather die than join in heat.hon idolatry. 
(1) Orr, "The V.B. Of Christ", p.167. 
(2) n n a n n , pp. 16,-11,. 
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,> '\'lhen the time element is intr6duced,•the whole theory falls like 
a house of' cards". ( 1) 
The latest theory is also baseless. Orr virtually tears it to pieces 
when he says: "Who ever heard of', or saw, or came on any trace of' this 
5\(.11.tc.h. 
purely imaginary I pre-Christian~ based on Babylonian or other myths, 
which is first thought as' .' plausible1 , then is converted into a certainty, 
and reasoned from a factl J ewish or Christian literature f'umishes not a 
scrap of evidence for its existence. It is, what these writers would have 
t he Virgin Birth to be, purely a fiction - a creation of the brain. The 
upshot, therefore, i.e., that this new theory, having destroyed all the 
r est, itself shares in their downfall, and leaves the field clear tor the 
only r emaining hypothesis, which is the simplest and most satisfactory of 
any - THAT THE THIHG ACTUALLY HAPPENED." (2) For the heathen myths, far 
f rom involving a suspicion of tlie Virgin Birth, even illustrate a truth 
'7hich argues f or the miracle. In the heathen idea that a divine man pre-
supposes a 'miro.culous origin is reflected the wiiversal and natural belief 
of man, we might say, the instinct, which connect.a super-human greatness 
with divine origin. All of' which 11 leads us to suspect that, if' there ia 
a real incarnation, it will be accompanied by a miraculous sign•.(,) 
It is time to sum up our reaul t. \'le set out f'rom the premisa that miracles 
are possible, hence the Virgin Birth cannot be simply brushed aside by pure 
dogmatic assertions. Parthenogenesis explains nothing and is anti7Biblical. 
The "ideal"Christ of Schleiermacher is insufficient, an impossible creature. 
Vie next examined the New Testament narratives of' the Birth of' Jesus and 
showed that they have very early attestation, and themselves give clear 
evidence that they are not pure inventions. We proved the Gospels genuine, 
found the narratives integrally sound., the writers honest beyond reproach, 





and within the limits of' the narratives themselves, have not been 
Orr, 11The Virgin Birth Of Christ11 , p.17,. 
11 11 11 u a n , p.179. 
n n II D n n , p.166. 
firmly established. The alleged silence ot the New Testament proved a 
boomerang. We then examined the alternative hypothesis that the narratives 
are to be explained irjothe r ways than as baaed on tacts, reviewed. the var-
ious theories, ran amuck of contradictions, wars within the camp of the 
enemy, and ohowed that all theories, the Jewish, the Heathen, the Babylon-
ian, run up against insurmountable difficulties. 
So we have found that there are grave objections both to the~historica1• 
and to the mythical explanations ot our narratives. What decision ought 
we make? To this question we believe there is but one answer - the answer 
we shall give in last par~ of our thesis. 
,. 
III 
THE LU'fHEBAII POSITION 
We have aired the intricate arguments of' the opposition, have found them 
extremely rational, subjective, and dogmatic; sometimes straining the imagin-
ation, at other times contradictory, but always revealing the futility of 
the attempts of finite minds to gage and to limit the In:t'inite. We have 
dealt with gross speculations, with human vaga!ies, with biased asserUons, 
and with subtl~, insidious advances. All in all, our impression baa been, 
t hey "became vain in their imaginations, and their :f'oolish heart was darken-
ed. PROFESSING THID4SELVES TO BE WISE, THEY BECAME FOOLSln 
By '!'ay of contrast, let us now tum to the plain and simple Word of' God. 
A r eal thrill is in store for us. To delve into an enormous array of' contro-
versial literature, to spend hours trying to f'ollow the involved theories 
and profound. argwnents spun out for end against the Virgin Birth of' Christ -
then to turn to the short, concise, and lucid accounts of' the Inspired Word, 
is to come out of' the realm of aarkness into the bright end glorious sun-
light. Relegating all polemioo to the background, let us then make an hon-
est endeavor to approach the Sacred Page with open mind, and in humble sub-
mieaion, allowing God Himself' to talk to us through His Word. 
But,so~eone may object, we are getting away f'rom the subject; we have set 
out to present the Lutheran view, and are now giving the Scriptural aide of' 
it. Rightly so, :f'or we believe the two to be identical. The Lutheran Church 
has often been called the Bible Church and. is very proud of' this ll8Jll8. She 
baa built up her doctrine upon the i'irm foundation of' the Word of' God. She 
accepts the testimony of the !ropheta as well as that of the Evangelista, 
and does not trace her origin, as is often thought, back to the sixteenth, 
bu.t to the :f'irst century, to the Apostolic Church. It is therefore only 
natural, that in attempting to state the Lutheran position with regard to 
the Virgin Birth, we should begin with the queation, •WHAT DOES THE BIBLE 
SAY ABOUT ITT". 
"Vetus Test.amentum in lfovo pat.et, ?lovum Testament.um in Vetere lat.et". 
Tho.tis an old axiom whicll has its application also to the Virgin Birth 
even in the p1·esent age. "The Old Testament: someone hae said, 11ie Jesus 
foretold 11 • We may then rightly expect to find some light shed upon the 
Birth of our Lord also in the Old Testament. We are not to be disappoint-
ed. The very first Ues siani9 prophecy, the 11Protevangel 11 , Genesis,,,,, 
eheda a faint, ray of light upon the origin of our Saviour. This passage 
presents a contrast., a struggle, between "the seed of the woman" and the 
"seed of the serpent". The whole context compells us to look upon these 
t.enus s.e individualizing, tor we are told, 11it ( the oeed of the woman) shall 
bruise ( crush) thy( t he eer~ent 1s) head, and thou shalt, bruise hie heel". 
·rwo persons are denoted, Christ 1u,d the Devil. Hence Eve correctly inter-
preted the promise, although her calculations ae to time were incorrect.(1) 
The po.oaage is obviously Messianic. What could be more natural than to 
connect the "seed ot the ,roman" with the "son ot the V1rg1n11 f There is to 
bf:1 perpetual 811J4ity between the two 11 seeds 11 , a continuous struggle, from 
which t he 11 oeed of the woman" is to emerge victorious. From these details 
II 
we must a~ least conclude t.1'ie promised. "victor will have an origin unlike ... 
that of other men. All men are sinners, flesh of sinful flesh, but here 
t.he order is to be broken. (2) Tb.is II seed· of the woman n shall crush the , 
head of the serpent, yea, overcome Satan. To do this he must Himself be 
sinless, he must be God, for otherwise he himself would be in the power of 
Satan. And ·if he is without sin, he cannot be bo~n according to the ordina-
. ry course of nature - he can be conceived of the Holy Ghost and born of the 
woman, the Virgin. Not a word of a father - a strange thing when we con-
sider the ordinary wmner of stating descent, prevalent even in our day, 
(1)Gen. 4,1. 
(2)Gen. 5,,1 Ps.51: etc. 
and especially so among the ancient Jews, who always derived the birthright 
through the male parent. ( 1) The idea of l48.ternity is emphasized in our 
. . 
passage, and since we are here dealing with the very beginning of Messianic 
prophecy, which rwis through tfie whole Old Testament and culminates in the 
New Testament Christ, we cannot help but inter with Luther and most of the 
positive Bible students - Genesis ,,15 suggests the Virgin Birth• (2) 
If the above passage stood out from the rest of the prophecies and pro-
claimed the Birth from a Virgin in its low, muffled tone, we should have 
reason to questi on the correctness of our interpretation of the same. How-
ever, the prophets have left us other and clearer wi. tnesses, and the most 
explicit of these is the prophecy of Isaiah 7,14. 
Every Meosianic prophecy is in a certain sense the product of the age 
i n which i t v,as proclaimed. The prophets were generally men of power and 
inf luence in the lsraelitic kingdoms, coimselors of the kings and their 
people, spokesmen of God. When the 11 chosen race 11 accepted their word, God 
l ooked down upon his people with favor, granted peace and prosperity, and 
victory over outnumbering hordes; when, on the other hand, Israel rejected 
His messengers, God let the hand Of His wrath descend upon this people, 
and its fortunes took a turn for the v,orse. But even when Israel sank to 
the depths of misery and everything looked dark, the Lord was ever mind-
ful of a faithful "remnant", holding out to them a r9¥ of hope for a better 
age through promises of a coming 11Deliverer•. Tllese promises were the 
Messianic prophecies, and thus history and prophecy were often indissolubly 
bound up in each other, and progress in'one involved progress in the other. 
Isaiah 7,-14 offers a striking example of the close connection between 
historic event and prophetic word. In order to gain a clear idea of its 
(1) Hastings "Diet. Of The Bible8 , sub •Genealogies• - A.J.l,laclean. 
(2) st. Louis Ed. - 1,b, 261~. 
-,,_ 
import, and to correctly interpret this passage, it is necessary first to 
eetablioh the historical setting. Let us recall the circumstances mid.er 
vrhich the prophecy was given. '!le go back in spirit to about the year 
7~0 B.C. Ahaz, a most degenerate, wicked, and idolatrous king, sat upon 
the throne of Judah. He was being threatened by a coalition of the kings 
of Ephraim and Syria, which had for its object to depose Ahaz, and to set 
up a man of their ovm. choosing in his stead. So far the invasion had .'been 
crowned vrith success, 11nd only Jerusalem remained to be taken. The toe 
already stood a t the door, while Ahaz a11Ci his people trembled with fear. 
In{this desperate position, what could be more natural than that the king 
should look to outside help for succor, to Assyria tor example? But he 
was s t ill debating the matter in his raind, when Isaiah was sent ·to him 
by God to a ssure him, the conspiracy would not succeed. Ahaz makes no 
r epl y; t he 1J1essage seems to impress bim but little. Then a sign is otter-
ed hi m, either 11in t he depth• , or in the height above", as a confirmation 
of the Lord 1s word. Bu.t the king1s heart is hardened, and in mock humility 
he declines the sign. The indignation of the prophet iB aroused: nHear ye 
now, o house of David; ia it a small thing for you to weary men, but will 
ye wea ry my God also?" Before he had said "thy Godn, now it is nmy God". 
Ahoz e.nd his people had 1•ejected the proffered aid, and ignored the ofter 
-
of a signJ "Therefore, the ~ord Himself shall give you a signln. From what 
had tranopired, we are justified in expecting that the sign the Lord would 
give would be no ordinary one. What was the sign? We quote the Authorized 
Vel.'sion: "BEHOLD,A VIRGIN SHALL CO?lCEIVE, Al® BEAR A SON, AND SHALL CALL HIS 
NAWi! IldMAl.,.UEL II -, . 
Let us examine the text in tho original and try to establish ithe'•inte!J4-
ed sense of each individual term, present~ the poai ti ve view without 
going to any great length in refuting the negative critics. The intro-
ductory words are very significant. n l ~ '/. n is a causal adverb, used 
here in an adversative sense, nyet therefore, nevertheless•. (1) T-"' ~ 
, 
(1) Geseniua, Heb. and Eng. p.474b. 
!rophet \'IOuld say, although you impiously- refuse the ottered sign, y-et 
th.eref'ore (nevertheless) the Lord Himself wi ll give y-ou a sign. a 7 ~ 7 a 
th.e present is used, "because both th.e pregnancy- of the mother, and the 
birth of the son are present to the Prophet".(1) "The Lord Himself'" - He 
will give it of' Hie own accord, without any- cooperation, in spite of' the 
king 1 s ref'ueal. The position of' the pronoun is significant and gives express 
emphasi s to the subject, (2) When D)ll:r TI n is placed after the predicate !nd. 
subject it h.ae the force of "he himaelf'".(') We will do well to bear this 
in mind, f'or it will bo of' benefit later on to rightly- understand the pro-
phecy proper. 11 'D ';? ~ 11 refers to iJ'ud.nh, the house of' David( v. 15), the 
king and hie oubjects. n J1 7 )\l n is a sign of' something future, a portent, 
an omen. 11 So of prophetic oign or token of' the truth of' a prophecy-, viz., 
when God or a Prophet as His interpreter foretells some minor event, the 
ful f illment of which serves as a sign or proof' of the f'u.ru.re fulfilment of' 
t c whole prophecy."(4) But Hengetenberg maintains, that this has its · 
r eason not in the .idea of' 11 '!1 i )\\ n, but solely in the circumstance that, 
ordinarily, t h.e future cannot serve as a sign of' assurance. In Messianic 
prophecy it would al1noet seem imperative to look to the future also for 
the sign, and not to the present. Furthermore, Biblical usage allows us 
to unders tand ".tl l' ,,1 11 as referring to a future event, as in Ex.,,12.(5) 
Here, we hope to make it clear, "111 N n can only refer to a great sign 
which is still in the distant future. The whole intrGd.uction prepares 
for something extraordinary. The stress laid on the fact that God Him-
self' would give a sign, a portent, the strength of' the n 7 ~z ", the 
word II J:J-7 )\l n itself', all presage a great remarkable event. 
This idea 1a heightened by the opening word of' the prophecy proper. 
(1) Hengstenberg, 11Christology11 , p.4,. Vol.II. 
(2)Gesenius Gramnar, paragraph 15,a, Note. 
( ') Geseniue Grammar, n a 155c. 
(4) Gesenius Heb. Eng. Lexicon sub n "• 
(5) Hengeteaberg, uChristologyfi, Vol. II. F.45. 
• _,,_ 
n ;r ~ iJ 11 - 11Behold n, open your eyes, give heed, something of great import 
is Q.bout to happen. This torm 11indicates the energy with which the Prophet 
anticipates the futureJ in his spirit it becomes the immediate present. 1 (1) 
Keil says_, "immer ist 11 ;r ~ 'ry II mit tolgendem Partizip (hier Part. adj.) 
ver egonwaertigend, die ~egenwart ist aber entweder eine wirkliche, ~e 
Gen.16,11, oder eine ideale, wie hier anzunehmen 1st, denn abgesehen von 
47, 7 f'uehrt II i1 ~ iJ II bei Jesaiao immer Zukuenftiges ein11 • (2) '\'Te are there-
fore the more f'irl4ly convinced tha t t he eign is not a presant omen of some 
grea t event in the far future, but that the n 1l i )11 n itself will tako place 
in the f'uture. Nov, we come to the sign itcelf', 11 i1 Y.J ~ './ i1 11 shall conceive". 
• T • - -r 
In its strict etymological sense, this word simply signifies a "young woman 
of' ma?·riageable o.ge 11 • Its true meaning in this particular pasoo.ge we shall 
de t ermine belo,.,. The verb, n i1 ., TT", means to "conceive, become pregnant", 
T 1" 
nua. rnuot be :ta.ken as ·1•ef'e1·ri~ to tho :f\tture, because of' its connection 
with t he demonstrative "ii~- ;:1 n. (Op. above). The same holds true for the 
succ~cdin.,. varbe 11 , °"" 11 o.nd 11 )1) i 'tl 11 • The form.er term is the common 
a I C: T -r Jr 
word tor 11 bearln, brin~ing forth.", and the latter expreoses the notion of 
"calling, naming". \'lhether n_n 11117! n is third feminine, or second feminine 
... 'T 
is debateable, bu.t the fundamental passo.ge in Genesis 16,11, is, according 
to Hengstenberg, decisive for considering it as second p~raon. (,) Mothers 
often gave riW11e3 to the children(4), and thus this mother calls her eon, 
"Imwmuel", tho.tit, 11God witb us". The name is a designation of his 
character and nature. Ha is God Himself; present here on earth., with man -
th.e. God-man. (5) 
To summarize, th.e Prophet promises a great, wonderful si6n. 
1Behold1 , 
Hengstenberg, "Ohristology", Vol.II, p.44. 
Keil and Delitzsch, "Conm. On Isaiah", p.142. 
Hengstenberg, 110hristology11 , Vol. II. p. 4J. 
n a n a n n " Isaiah 9,5: 10,21. 
he cries out, "here ia a young maiden, pregnant, and about to give birth 
to a eon, whom ahe ahail give the significant name, 1God with ua'"• 'l'he 
vision of the Prophet carries him far beyond. present events, the future 
and present appear to hi~ as one, the element of time is absent, and he 
beholds as present something that in reality would not occur for centuries 
to come. Vlhat thdn is the true import of his prophecy? It is evident, by 
this time, that the meaning of the whore passage reata upon our interpre-
tation of the subject of the sentence, the word n i1 ~J ~~ n. Here we are 
forced to look for the remarkable sign, since it were nonsense to see,in 
the fact that the prophet designates a eon and not a daughter, the key to 
the passage. We woula not be doing justice to the whole passage. Luther, 
i n hi s trenchant way· remarks: 11das 1st aber schimpflich und kindiahr 1 (1) 
Some Hebrew authorities tell ua, 11almah11 does not strictly mean a vir-
gi n, ns the A.V. translates it, but simply a young woman of marriageable 
a e; and that there is another term_- bethulah - which expresses absolute 
virginity. It is worth noticing, however, that in Joel 1,8 the bride la-
menting over her husband. is called a "bethulah11 • Drechsler says: n Die 
zwei Auedruecke sind. Synonymen, sie bezeiohnen ein und daaaelbe Ding, nur 
eben unter verscheidenan Geoichtapunkten. Dae Wort 1bethulah~ bezeignet 
die Jungfrau ala virgo illibata, das Wort 1almah1 d.agegen ala virgo nubil-
is. Demit stimi4t der Sprachgebrauch, damit die alte Tradition auf daa 
Genauste ueberein".(2) Geaeniua practically says the same things n1Almab.1 
neque enim illiba.tae virginitatie notio, quam Hebraei propria voce 1bethu-
lah1 exprimunt, in hoc vocabulo in eat, neque conditionie ·innuptae, aed. 
pubertatis et aetatie nubilia, id quod tum etymo et linguae Hebraeae uau 
avincitur, tum lingua.rum cognatarum vetenuuque interpretum auctoritate•.(,) 
We may agree with Gesenius aa to the etymology of the word expressing 
(1) St. Louis Ed., Vol.XX, 1801. 
(2) Drechsler Isaiah Oomn.., p286. 
(') Geaeniua, AThesaurus Linguae Heb. et Ohald. Veteria Teat.n, p.10,1. 
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11pubertat.ie et aetatie nubilis11 , bl1t we cannot accept hie statement, that 
it naver expresses an .. ~rried state. ,·.·We·,maintain that, even if' the term 
does not necessarily bear this meaning of nvirgin11 , it D18¥, and indeed, 
usl.lal l y doei. bear it. n TI 13 '2 $ 0 is the feminine form of' n '1:1 ~ ¥ n, a 
young man, a youth of marriageable age. It is derived f'rom the root ""' Y n, 
which includes the idea of "fatness, f'l1lnese". Gray says it has the con-
notation of' 11being luetf'ul 11 .(1) Hengstenberg, derives it f"rom this same 
r oot, but says it signifies, 0 to grow up, to become marriageable0 . (2) · At · 
any rate, etymologically opeaking, 11almah11 implies youthi'u.l vigor and 
sexual ripeness, without indicating whether the person eo called is still 
virgin or not/ h But novr let ue examine the word in its usage, f'or usage 
aui·cl y ought to prevail over the etymology of a word in order to determine 
ito meaning. 11Almah 11 is used seven times in the Old Testament, not count-
ing II a.la.Tr\ Of k. 11 in the· superscription of Psalm 46 and in I.Ohren. 15,20. c,> 
Ori· sa y s : 11 In all the six places in w. ich, besides this passage, th~ word 
occurs in the Old Testament, it may be contended that this (virgin) is _its 
meaning".(4) Luther once sent forth the challenge: 11 If' Jew or Ohrist~an 
can prove to me that in any passage of Scripture 1almah 1 means 1a married 
v,oman', I will give him 100 florins, although God alone knows where I may 
f ind them". (5) And Stoeckhardt dryly adds1 "If' Luther were living to-
, 
day, he could still re~in his 100 f'lorins".(6) "Even the opponents have 
given up all but one passage, namely Proverbs ,o,19."(7) The writer is 
speaking of four things that are incomprehensibl~ him v.10); at.he way 
0£ an eagle in the air, the way of' a serpent upon the rock, the way of a 
ship in the midst oft the sea, and the way of a man with a virgin (almeh}ft. 
The way of a man v,it,h his wife should occasion no \'IOnderment, bit that a 
1) Int. Orit. Comm. - Isaiah, p.126. 
( 2) .fl.Ohris tology11 , Vol.II, p.'l-4. 
(') Rameay, 11The V.B. 11 , p.,o. 
(4) Orr, 8The V.B. Of Obrist", p1,j. 
(5) Op. (4). 
(6) Comm.. Ueber Den Prop. Isaia~ - p.84. 
(7) Hengstenberg, 110hristology11 , p•45. 
virgin should stoop to carnal in~ercourse, while she is still unwed, that 
seems incomprehensible to the writer. In verse 20 an adulterous woman C•~:f'e) 
is deocribed and contrasted with the virgin o:f' the precedin3 verse.(1) 
Thus the v,hole Old. Testame11t stands as a witness, that "almaha means a vir-
gin &nd not hing else. 
'\'lhen \"te go to the versions we find the same unanimous evidence tor this 
meaning of the tena.. I We are familiar with Luther s translation, the rend.er-
i ng of' the A.V., and that of' the n.v. The Vulgate uses the Latin word best 
sui tad to expres& virginity, "virgo". The LXX renders it with "nemris" in 
f ou1· of' the seven passagea, and in two, including our passage, it also 
translo.teo 11 virgin11 (parthenos). Robert Dick Wilson made a ver:, thorough 
a nd scholurly otu.dy of' this BBm8 \'lOrd a fev, years paot. He tells us that 
a l l th Greek versions have "parthenos", and that the Coptic, Armenian, 
Etbiopic, Ha~klesian, Syriac, and Arabic render Is.11 14 and Mt.,,~, by 
"the beet word tor virgin v,hich they possess". He continues to point out 
t hat in o.11 klndred lEnguages there io not a trace of evidence to show 
that I o.lmah I ever meant I young mar.ried woman 1 • \'Te quote from his con-
clusion: n I Almah 1 , so f'ar as laiown, never meant, :• .young married woman I J 
and secondly since the presU111ption in common law and usage was and is, 
that every 1almah 1 is virgin and virtuous, until she is proven not to be, 
we have a right to assume that nebecca and the 1almah~ of Ls. 7,14 an~ all 
other 1 almohsJ were virgin, Wltil and wiless it shall be proven that they 
v,ere not". (2) It is apparent, related languages and the Versions demand 
the translation 11virginu. 
The New 'Eestament leaves no room :f'er doubt. Llatthew explicitly states 
the Birth o:f' our Lord f'rom the Virgin Mary, and then adds, that •all this 
was done, that it might be fulfilled. which was spoken of the Lord by the 
prophet, saying," and then follows our passage.(,) 
(1) ~oeckhardt, "Jeaaia", p.84. 
(2) Princeton Tbeo. Review, April, 19~. 
C,) Ma~thew 1,22-2,. 
• 
In view of this strong chain of evidence we are compelled to believe that 
wllen Isaiah wrote the word nalmah n he had in mind a virgin and not a young 
married woman• The context demands something great, some miraculous event; 
the text itself presents the supernatural; the languages and versions con-
firm the miracle; and the New Testament establishes it as· an historical fact. 
Here then is a sign which agrees with the scope of the whole prophecy -
a virgin, without the interposition of a male, conceives and bears a son. 
We might have said nthe Virgin", for in the Hebrew and Greek the artiole is 
used. We realize the Hebrew article often has no more force than our English 
i ndefinite article. Hevertheless, tne i.lesaianic character of our prophecy 
excludes t he indefinite or generic uae ·of- the article, and demand.a a specific 
11al1uah 11 • Drecllsler r8Dlarka1 " Der .a.rtikel steht bier in seiner allernaechsten 
und gewoehnlichsten Bedeutung, naemlich ala den allgemeinen Begri"ff auf ein 
beat immtea w1d bewu.stes Individuum reatringirend.n(1) It is a maiden whom God 
Hi msel f elected from eternity, and for that reason the Prophet may calmly 
say 11The Virgin". Thi's is further attested to by the context, for tlle Im-
manuel passage does not end with this verse. Its refrain is heard through 
t he followi ng chapter in connection with the Assyrian invasion (8,8.10), and 
f i nally culminates in the magnificent predictions of chapters 9 and 14:. 
In our paeoa~e tho virgin conceives, in chapter nine the son is already born, 
and ch~pter 11l pictures him as ~w.ing. Th¥m>1-ber is of the house of David, 
and we believe she is the same person referred to in Genesis ,,15, and again 
in Micah 5,2, where only tbe bearing one is spoken of. 
To maintain tho.t the Prophet here refers to a married maiden of his own 
time whom he designates when he speaks these words, to look upon 8haalmah8 
as a general term including all the women who were pregnant when the pro-
phecy was given and would soon conceive, or to contend that the frophet had 
(1) Drechsler - Comm.. Jesaia - p.286. 
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in mind hia own wi:f"e, or the wi:f"e of' the king, is to do violence to the en-
tire passage. 
The import of' the prophecy can now re~ly be grasped. T'ne perpetuity 
of' the house and throne of' David were at stake. Aha.z-had re:f"ueed a sign, 
and now God takes the matter in Hie own hands. 'l'hrough his messenger he 
threatens Ahaz and all the unbelievers in Judah, and at the same time com-
:f"orts t he "remnant11 • To the believers God gives the guarantee :f"or the per-
petuity of' the house of' David in this child, Immanuel. The vision of' the 
Prophet sweeps :f"e.r beyond present events, and beholds in this aon of' the 
Virgin, the Messiah, the security of' the promise to David, and the hope 
f or t.he .f'utu.re of the world. The other elements of the prophecy :f"all nat-
ura l ly i nto their place on this interpretation - even the time element of' 
which cri tics make so much, because to the Prophet's mind the c.~ild is 
already conceived, and about to be born. Some ~ay :f"ind in chapter eight a 
nea.1·e1· 01· lowe1· :f"u.L:f"ilment, as the birth of' the eon of' the Prophet , who 
bear a a oigni:f"icant name , and is likevrise accompanied with proDiises. How-
ever t hat does not f ill the meaning of' this prophecy of' Immanuel, nor did 
t he l atter ever receive its :f"ul:f"ilment till, as Matthew narrates, Jesus 
was born i n Bethlehem o:f" Judea. 
The i dea of a peculiar birth for the Messiall was also hinted at by one 
I saiah I s contemporaries, W.cah, in the prophecy about the ruler from Beth-
lehem - "until the time come when she that travo.ileth hath brought :f"orth".(1) 
The1·e can be no mistake about 1-t, the Messiah is meant, and here too, we 
find no mention of' a father. Jeremiah also seems to touch upon the sub-
ject, when he says, "The Lord hath created a new thing in the earth. A 
woman shall compass a man". Once more, not a word of a male pe.rent.(2) 
Were we to consider all the Messianic prop.heciee of the Cl d Teetament, 
(1) Micah 5,,. 
(2) Jeremiah ,1,22. 
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with their descriptions of the eternal, divine, universal King, the Lord 
of Righteousness, etc., we should no doubt easily be convinced that the 
Subject of these passages could be no human being, born of flesh, hit the 
God Incarnate. Some prophecies hint at it, Isaiah plainly foretells the 
Virgin Birth, and in so doing describes her with the best Hebrew word at 
his command, 9:.11d harmonizes perfectly with the New Testament accounts of 
t he Birth at Bethlehem. 
'l'he New Testament. 
If' the Virgin Birth actually took place, there were in the nature of the 
case two primru·y vritnesses to the f'act - Mary and Joseph. Uary1s version 
of the events that led up to the miraculous concepti011 and birth are to be 
found in Luke, the 11woman 1s Gospel". He begins his Kvangel with' the remark-
abe story of the conception of John, the forerunner of Jesus, and suddenly 
goes over into the wonderful narrative of the ~unciation. 
Luke 1 .' 26-27. . 
A half year had passed since the conception of John, when God sent down 
t he angel Gabriel to Nazareth of Galilee, to a VIRGIN. 'l'he Greek word is 
I 
n Tfc(~ii)t~as, ", "a virgin, i.e., either a marriageable maiden, or a young 
(married) woman, but the common term for virgin.(1) That Luke actually has 
in mind an Ul'Jm8.rried maiden becomes evident from his next statement, •ea-
/ 
poused to a man whose name was Joseph". The word 8 JA-"111D-tuu n means t;o 
woo, to ask in marriage, to be ~romiaed in marriage, to be bethrothed".(2) 
Here then is a virgin, betrothed to, promised in marriage to Joseph, •ot 
the house of David"J a maiden who has not as yet lived with a man in holy 
wedlock. The author of our Gospel cu~tinu.es by intr~ucing her to us, and 
assures us once more that she is a VIRGIN• 8 .And the Virgin's name was llary. 8 
(1) Th9¥er, "Greek-English Lexicon Of 'l'he New Testament". Used of one's 
marringeable daugnter, I Oor.7,,6ff'J of a pure virgin, II Oor.11,21 
Mt.25,1.7.111 Lk.1 1 271 Acta e1,91 I Oor.7,25.28.,,J also of' a man 
who haa retained his chastity, Rev.14,4. 
Op. 'l'h9¥er, sub • pv"\ bT LC,""" •• 
Verae 28 
Entering l!ary1 a . hmne, the Angel beg:1.na to addreaa her with highly 
signi:l'ioant terms; "Hall, thou art ompa.&11ed with graoe, the Lord 
11 
- ill to make graceful; to pursue with 
grace, compass with favor, honor :iwith bleuaing; to be taken objeotin-
ly and never subjectively. The Angel means to say that liary has received 
blessing and grace fran God, and adds the parallel statement, "the Lord 
is with thee1 " to substaniliate the first. I1' the Lord is with anyone, 
theqsurely the graoe and blessing of God rests upon that individual. 
Out of all the virgins of the world and of all times God seleota one, 
Uary, to bestow upon her His grace in a special measure. Vfe are being 
prepared for whati is to f'ollow. 
Verse 29 
The strange salutation of the Angel greatly agitated and perple.xe~ 
I. 
?.~ary (c:ho.. t ci ~ ~ b IP i.v ). She revolved the saying in her mind, debated 
vdth herself'., and f'illed with i'ear, she wondered what it all could mean. 
I ,1 . 
11 1f o T d.1(' o ~ " denotes wondennent. 11 ft '11 11 i.e. the optative signi-
fies the subject1 s interest in the personal meaning of the question. She 
is concerned with the meaning of the greet:l!Jg for herself'. 
Verses 30-33 
But the Angel quiets her: "Fear not,Uary, for you have f'o,md grace 
by God." This aBBuranoe carries the same weight as the above "The Lord 
is with thee". Now Uary is prepared to a oertain extent f'or the as-
tound:lng message. 11.And behold., thou shalt conceive ("tou~~ ~"'p»i.,w•-
, I , 
seize.,take, conceive of a woman) in thy wmb, and(" 'T"t.., l1 "(n\(1w ) 
• 
i.e. brillg forth a son., and thou shalt call His 11811119 Jesus." We can 
imagine the astonishment of' Mary at these words frail the Angel. She 
was not even married and should soon beamne a mother? And what of the 
signif'icant name, the name Jesua, Help :ls Jehlivah, or "Gotthilf'"T Haw 
her amazement must have :l.noreaaed when the A!Jgel continued: 11.And 
he shall be great, and shall be called the son of the l.ioat High, 
and the Lord God shall give to Him the throne of David, Ilia father; 
and :He shall ruler over the house of Jacob eternally, and of Hi■ 
kingdom there shall be no end.11 The Angel asserts with powerful 
words that Mary• s son, Jesus, should be God and man. The ."Moat B~11 
is an Old Testament term for God. (1) It is God who gives mm "the 
throne of David, the house of Jaoob", over v1hich he rules "eternally"• 
Who oould be so blinded with unbelief' that he should not see 1n these 
v,ords ' the promise of the Messiah, the :fulfillment of Messianic propheoJ1 
A virgin shall conceive, and 1n her physical body bear a son, who shall 
be the son of David, and at the same time Son of God - a God-man. (2) 
Of what earthly _king could it be said that he should rule eternally, 
and His kingdom be ~~without end11 ? l'lho shall deny- that the Angel doe■ 
not here foretell the incarnation of God through the virgin llary? Is-
rael had been looking i'orward to this caning of its Deliverer; the 
Ilessiah, i'or centuries and now the time for His appearance wa.a ripe. 
The mother of Jesus is filled with wonderment. she is unable to graap 
or comprehend the wonder:ful things that were tcild her by Gabriel. Be-
vdldered she aaka herael:1': how shall this happen to me, an inaignitioant, 
humble, obscure virgin. Her thought~ are than converted into apeeoh. 
v.1-+, "But Mary said unto the A!Jgel: how shall this be, a:l.noe I know no 
man?" :t.lary was ready to see and believe the message frm God, but ahe 
feels eonatrained to ask a natural queat:lona I am but a virgin, an4 
have not as yet 00111l8 to lmow a man. 11 t l i/ ,j"' K w 11 - means "to learn 
to know• to acme to know: By a Bebraiatic iiupbad•• it :la used of the 
(1) Ia.14,14;Dah.4,17a24,26•34; Boa.7,16 eto. 
(2) 2.sam.7,13. 
oarnal oonnection of mal:e and tanale.n (1) Thia ia Uary-•a awn olear 
confession that ahe v,aa still a pure virgin. Thia aame ph~ae is used 
of Rebeoca. Gen.24.16• of Jephthah~• daughter. Judg.11.39• and of the 
virgins oi' Jabesh Gilead• Judg.21.12. The virgin is perplexed.because 
she feels the proximity of the fulfillment of the .Angel• ■ words• and 
cannot oomprehend them• since she was aa yet umarried and pure. 
Verae 36 
The Angol pe:nnita the question and gives :Immediate reply: "The Holy 
Spirit shall come upon :f.;hee. and the por,er of the Highest shall o,rer-
shadovr thee; wherefore (' mark the illative particle " d "' A 11 ) also the 
Holy One born. shall be called Son of God." Mary is assured that God 
would make a wonderful exception in her caseJ contrary to the ordinary 
mode of conception she should be with child through a miraculous crea-
tive act of God. The article is missing. because the Holy Ghost is thought 
of as the impersonal creo.tive power of God.(2) Thia power shall be ac-
l 
tive upon Mary• and she shall be overshadowed by it. 11 E.-,rL Co K I a~"'> "• 
means to overshadow. "Tropically. of the Holy Ghost exerting creative 
. 
eneray upon the Vlanb of Mary and :lm.pregnating it ( a use of the word 
which seems to have been drawn from the familiar Old Testament idea of a 
cloud symbolizing the immediate presence and power of God). (3) 
C / 
11 u 'f I CP T D" 11-is also without article• asserting that the miracle 
will be effected through the pov,er of God. As a result of God• a pa.rt in 
the birth• the new-born babe shall be called "Holy"• sinless• undefiled, 
tree fran original sin• and fina1ly• "be called God". There would be no 
interposition of ~ human .ta\her - that would only result in another 
sinful being - no, the virgin shall by a supernatural aot• conceive• 
and bear the Holy One, the Son of God• God Himself• 
(1) Thayer• sub II f • II J '- ~ w 11 • 
(2) Ueyer1 a Ccmmentary.Vol.Il> (1878) p.262. 
(3) Thayer., op. Exod.40.46;Nu.9.16• the Messianic pro'pheoy Dan.7.14 eto. 
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Veraea 36-38 
The Angel, aa :l.f to strengthen Uary1 a fa:I. th in auoh a remarkable 
event., a%ld to reassure her in her diff:l.oult position, tells her of 
the miraole wrought upon her kinsman., · the aged Elizabeth., who., though 
she was long past the normal age of child-bearing, nevertheless was now 
in tho sixth month of her pregnancy. And by way of ridding the humble 
Virgin or all doubts or misgivings., the Angel concludes with the pcwtJter-
i'ul sto.ta:nant: "For v,ith God nothing is impossible"• But !!ary needs no 
more perswsion. Quietly., vii.th a h'Llllil:l.ty and a faith that is incredible, 
sh e r esigns herself to the protection of' the Lord. She says in substance., 
ii' not in word; "Hero I om send me, send mel~ As stated in her awn \Torda., 
"Behold., the hancbnaid or the Lord; be :l.t unto me according to Tey wordl" 
a ry was willing to believe that she., a virgin., should beco111e the mother 
01' God, throuc;h tho pO\'rer 01' the H~ly Spirit., without the_ presence of 
a hwnan father. Thia God Himself tells us through His Bvangel:l.at Luke. 
Verses 39-80 
Vlith a light and joyful heart the young maiden hurries to her k:1.na-
v,o:nan Elizabeth. These t,,,o wamen would have much :l.n common, and many things 
to discuss. 1he Benedictua tha.t follovra, the Uagni:f'icat., the prophetio~ 
saying of Zacharias., all are :l.n perfect .harmoJ1¥with the miraculous birth 
or the Messiah. It :I.a remarkable that during these d:l.soouraea no mention 
is made of Joseph. 
Luke II11-7 
Then oame the deoree that startled the world and stirred up the na-
tions. A· oenaua ,vaa to be taken and eaoh oit:l.z~ was to register in the 
o:I. ty of h:l.s birth. Joseph also found himself obliged to travel to Beth• 
lehem of Judaea, and made the trip w:I. th Uary • "the one betrothed to h!m , 
/ a 
being great with ohild." The same verb :I.a used as above, namely "I"" ""'1 C# 1" t II w • 
Mary is still the betrothed of Joseph• promised to him in marriage; 
but it is evident. the consummation of the marriage. the becaning· of 
one flesh• hae not taken place. In the same plain unaffected way; Luke 
descriAeJi the birth of Jesus. (V.6-7) 
The message of the Angel of the Lord; the hymn of the hosts. the be-
• havior of the shepherds• Mary's actions, the prophecy and the bleasiJJg 
of Simeon,. the ei'f'ect upon Hannah• the peculiar conatrua.tion of the 
first verse of the Reneaology, and every subsequent detail of the Gospel 
of Luke, fitonicel:y- into the virgin-birth narrative. Luke certa:lnl)" 
teaches the birth of Jesus of Nazareth i'ran the Virgin Mary. conceived 
by the Holy Ghost. This is the story of a guileless, s:lmple,humhle, and 
utterly sincere maiden - a story that has no element that might cause in 
us a suspicion of its sinceret)" - a modest.straight-fomard, sincere, 
consistent·, 1111d reasonable narrative. 
\'le have heard the testimony of Mary, nov, let us consider Joseph's 
corroboration of the same• who next to his botrothed~ would be the 
most intimately concerned about the birth. 
Matthew I, 1-23 
Matthew sets out to give the ~generation" of Jesus Christ. the son of 
David~ Tracing his lineage down to "Joseph. the husband of :Uaey". he 
deftly avoids calling Jesus the son of Joseph, as we have seen above. 
Verse 18 
"But the birth of Jesus Christ was thus (in this manner)." Matthew is 
. 
not intent on describing the process of generation,bbt~oil~'tatlngi the man-
ner of Christ's origin. He lmew as well as we do of the preexistence of 
the J4eaaiah according to His did.ne nature; now he will describe Bi■ en-
trance into our flesh. "When his mother Kary was betrothed to Joseph, 
before they came together~ she was found with child in her womb of the 
~ . 
Holy Spirit." When her pre~t condition became evident., Uary wa■ still 
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living with her parents; a:lnoe the publ:lo conf'irmation ot their betrothal 
had not aa yet taken place. "'1fefll' 11-''wie aeit Luther die meiaten .A.ualeger 
amrkennen ••• dass aie noch nicht daa haeusliche Beiaammenleben begonnen hat-
te"1 Es soll angedeutet warden• dass die Ehe nooh nicht geschlossen war• 
ala die Schwangerschaft der Maria oi'fenkundig ward." (1) "<,ullE.~ Xc/1..cll "-
to cane together. used of conjugal cohabilfiation. The n 'l .( n often ex-
presses origin• aource.cause,after verbs of begetting (2). To be found 
with child before the cons'U?l11'11.ation of' marriage. placed Mary in a distres-
sing and humiliating position. nut the E w.ngelist immediately explains this 
con61tion with the words: "by the Holy Spirit." ' uatthm7 thus introduces 
~ virgin• betrothed to ~ man• and pregnant due to the working of tbs divine 
power of the Holy Ghost. 
Verse 19 
Joseph's natural conclusion waa: Mary had been false to her nuptial 
vov, and had sinned against the sixth commandment. And "being a just man, 
and not willing to make an example of her• he decided to put her llW8Y 
secretly." :?he betrothal was binding according to Jewish law; and could on-
ly be broken by legal annulment or divorce. (3) Joseph waa, a righteous 
man. that is• god-fearing, a kee~r of the law• a Christian in. the true 
sense of the word. Mary• a candi tion seemed to llllke the :tulfillment ot 
their contract of marriage impose ible for a religious man. On the other 
hand he did not wis~ to expose he:r to shame and to public reproach. 
( <I u ~,.. r rJ.. Tl1 ~ &..> ) "To appeal to the court of divorce would bri!Jg publio 
ignamil'ly and make her liable to sev~re penalties." (4) The sanest and 
moat humane procedure seemed to be the refusal of carrying out the marriage 
contract• IJ.u!et:li7 leaving her to suffer disgrace 1n her parents• hau. 
His derition and love for Mary softened and tan.pared his m:bural 1n-
{o1' l,tt' 
clination to let the law take its oo urae, and punish her" infidelity. 
(1) Meye:rta Commsntaey. Ia (1898) p.38. 
!2l Thayer sub " iJ( " II. • International Crit.camm. ltatthew-W.C.Allen.p9. ~ See No.l,p.39. 
Verae 20 
Joseph was still pondeM:ng:-~e .solution of the problem when an . 
Angel appeared to him in a dream. II t ~"" u r / '!I' "l "-to brbg to mind; 
to ponder• to deliberate. "Behold• the Angel of the Lord appeared unto 
Him• saying: Joseph• son of David• fear not to take unto thee Mary. thy 
wile; for that which :ls begotten in her :ls of the Holy Spirit." "Behold"-
a stanl:lng introduction to a message :f'rcm God, for it is the Angel of 
tho Lord v,ho speaks. The salutation "son ot David" :ls significant. It 
sho1.t:lcl remind Joseph that the Messiah must oane out of the lineage of Da-
vid in ordor that prophecy might be ful.filledj;and Joseph :la• therefore; 
to take Mary to himseli' without fear and to acknowledge and to adopt her 
I 
child. (1) 11 t" "'\ " - ia simply a woman. married, single• or a widow. 
Here is it used of a betrothed person. According . to J8\'~ish la17• marriage 
began with the betrothal, and was completed in the 1 takiXJg1 of the bride 
to the house oi' her husband. (2) Thus Matthew once more declares that 
Uary v,as with child before she had lived under the same roof with her 
husband. For the second time he also·mainta:lns that the Holy Ghost was 
the direct cause C- ~t K .) of the origin of this Jesus. "Durch die ge-
sperrte Stellung vlird der ganze Ton auf 11 'l t( 
f'ern n:lcht aus suendhai'tem Gesohlechtsverkehr, sondern. w:le Vera 18 be-
reits angedeutet. aus Ge:lstesw:lrlamg dies Erzeugn:ls herruehrt.n (3) 
Verse 21 
The Angel's message reaches its ol:lmax in this verse. "But she shall 
bring f'orth a son, and thou shalt Bia name Jesus. f'or He shall save Bia 
people f'ran their siaa." The Messenger takes for granted• yea, ccmmanda 
Joseph to receive llary as his wife, for he h:lmaelf' shall acknowledge 
the child by calling hiril Jesu■• The :ruture serves aa :Imperative. Th:l.a 
oonatruot:lon :la frequent in the I.xx and the New Testament to designate 
(1) J.leyer1 s Commentary, Ia (1898) p.40. 
(2) Intern. Crit. Camm. llatthew. W.C • .Allen. p.9. 
(3) Cp. No.le 
divine commands and carries with it the absolute surety- of their being 
carried out. (1) Jesus. is no ordinary names it hasthesignUicanoe that 
Jehovah Himself appears in this child (Jehovah helps). and is explained 
in the succeeding sentenoe• "for he shall save His people f'ran their 
sins. 11 In this child Joseph should recognize the long-expected UeBB:lah• 
who would free His people f'ran. spiritual bondage• for Be and no other 
shoulci deliver th81J1• According to the promises• He was to come to "His 
people"• that is, Israel• o.nd from thence bring cani'ort to the whole 
world. Accordingly the Angel declares Christ, to be born of a virgin• 
conceived by the Holy Ghost, a deliverer of His people - lhe Messiah. 
Verses 22-23 
Whether these words were spoken by the Angel (2)• or are added by-
the Evangelist for further enlightemnent, is bnmaterial. If uttered by 
·the angelic mes senger• then he already sees as i'ulfilled what really was 
to be consummated o.t Bethlehem. The statement indicates that the Virgin-
birth should show, the eternal decree of God must be f'ulfille4. "Now all 
this happened, ( i'v- ck ) in order that the Word of the Lord shall have been 
fulfilled, Tthich was spoken by the prophet. 11 It was no accident that 
everything should have come to pass in just this manner, but in aooord-
ance with God's will. ""1 L S.. 11 with the genitive has the force of "through"; 
shovting the means or instnnent through which any-thing is ettected - here 
with the added mention of the first cause ~3). n ~ '1. ;J. { II " - is really-
more than "word"• it means "foref;old"(4). Sqinga of the Old Testament 
quoted in the New are often introduced in this fashion (4). 'What :la the 
Old Testament word'? It is the prophecy we have already -considered in Ia.7,14. 
Uatth.,.,, believes that Isaiah prophesied directly concerning the birth of 
the Kessiah f'ran a virgin, and he looks upon this message as a "tore-
(1) lleyer•s Ccmmentary. (1898) p.41 
(2) So B.Weiss, Meyer•• Camm. (1898) p.42. 
(3) DJ.qer sub n d, i n • 
(4) Greek and English Lexicon of the BT,E.Rob:lnaon. 
telling" of God• the prime source of all propheay. "Behold• the Virgin 
shall be with ohild (have in her wcmb), and shall bear a son, and thq 
shall oall His name Immanuel. 11 The "parthenoa" :I.a apparently Jlary-. the 
betrothed of' Joseph, And henoe the propheoywe oons:l.dered above is re-
ferred directly to the mother of' Jesus. and foretells the Virgin-birth. 
Verses 24-26 
Vfilat ef'f'ect did the angelio vision have upon Joseph? 11Then Joseph arose 
f'rom his sleep and did as the Angel of the Lord had oaramanded him, and took 
unto h:lmself' his w:l.f'e.11 As soon as Joseph awoke i'rcm his sleep, he oar-
ried out the command of the Angel and received liary,h:l.a wife. His i'aith 
had been put to the teat, but vdth Isaao-like i'irmness,never wavered. 
He believed• therefore he took :Viary unto himself'. 11And he lmew her not 
(the same II J'" " ' i./ c.. i<\~ 11we met in Luke - oarnal lmowledge). until she 
bore a son, and called his name Jesus. 11 Joseph did not take Hary into hia 
house to consummate their marriage carnally, but in order to fulfill the 
divine deoree; according to whioh the Messiah should be a legitimate (though 
' 
legal) son of' Joseph, and thus be born of the house of' David. The 11 '"tw~ fcA,] n 
tell us nothing concerning the tutureJ it merely s:l.gnii'ies that before the 
birth of' Jesus there had been no intercourse betv,een Josepi and Kary. 
"And he called His name Jesus". Joseph obeyed the command of' God through 
His Angel to the very letter, assumed legal paternity of tp, child, and 
gave evidence of' his i'a:l.th by calling H:lm Jesua. 
That is the story of' Jesus• birth i'rom the stand-point of' His legal fa-
ther. Like Kary• a acoount, as given in Luke, the story is plain, unadorned, 
and straight-i'onrard. The behavior of' Joseph is :.,so natural, we could be-
hold him as a modern man actizlg in the same manner under similar o·i:.roum-
stazmes. Mary :I.a a virgin, pure and simple• yet great with 1:'hild "ot the 
Holy Ghost." 
Both narratives agree perfectly, both oenter in the one f'aat. Jesus :I.a 
the Chr:l.st-ohUd, oonoe:l.ved by the Holy Ghost, born of' the Virgin Uary, 
-n-
without sin, the Savior of Bis people. Die one tells the story f'rcm the 
mother's aide, the other presents the legal father•a impressiODJ both 
supplement eaoh other, am foim one ccmplete,harmonious :narrative. 
On basis of these accounts. and the Old Teatament ~propheo:lea,the · 
Lutheran Church has ever confessed to belief in that fundamental ut:lole 
of faith "conceived by the Holy Ghost. born of the Virgin Kaey.n Her 
confessions. her leaders, always have and still do make muoh of th:la 
article. Following referenoes may serve to illustrate. 
Concordia Triglotta. Augsburg Confesaion,Art.III,p.46: 
11Also they teach that the Word• that :ls. the Son of God, 
did assume the human nature in the womb of the blessed 
Virgin Mary, so that there are two natures, the divine 
and the human. inseparably conjoined in one person. one 
Christ• true God and true man. who was born of the Vir-
gin !!ary ••• 11 
Concordia Triglotta. Smo.lkald Articles, Part I, IV.p.461: . 
"That the Son became man in this manner. that He was con-
ceived• without the cooperation of man. by the Holy Ghost, 
and was born of the p~re, holy, Virgin Mary. n 
Concordia Triglotta, pp.31;461;545;577f;683f;45; 461;821.12;1017.6; 
1023.14. 
Doctrinal Theology. A.L.Grabner.p.100: 
ilJesua Christ is the Son of God,very God• begotten. of the 
Father frcm eternity I and also true man, conceived by the 
Holy Ghost and born of the Virgin llary in the fulneBB of 
time. 11 
Christliche Dogmatik1Vol.i1Ii.p.76 (Dr.F.Pieper) 
nHiernach wirkte der Heilige Geist aui' 'WWlderbare Weise 
so auf die JUJ:Jgi'rau Maria ein• dass s~e. die JUllgi'rau, 
die Mutter des Sohnea Gottes :nach der mensohlichen Natur 
wurde. 11 
Accordingly the Lutheran Church has ever confessed with Luther ~ his 
explanation of the II.Article of the Apostolic Creed: "I believe that 
Jesus Christ. true God• begotten of the Father i'ran eternity. and also 
true man, born. of the Virgin Mary is my Lord ••• n 
The perfect agreement of this standpoint with the Biblical accounts 
of Isaiah, Matthew,. and L~, in part:l:cular, and with Holy Writ in general 
is very evident. 
• I 
Dnportanoe 
But why does the Lutheran Churoh insist so vehemently upon the 
faot of the Virgin-birth? I£ this artiole of faith is of no dootr:l.nal 
value to the believer, if it even fonns a barrier, aa we have heard, 
.... 
between Christ and mankind, and if itAunacceptable to the modern mind, 
why do ,.,e so stubbornly adhere to suoh an "open question"? Beoauae 
the Lutheran Church believes that the dootri!Je of the Virgin Birth ia 
fundamental to Christian faith, and that nothing is more unwise, more 
danger ous, mo1·e anti-scientific and anti-Biblical in the true sense of 
the ,·,ord, than to regard this matter as of no importanoe. It is not 
sufficient to say the fact of the Virgin Birth is absolutely true; we 
must say it is an :Important and necessary part of our faith. Let ua 
see what would happen, were we to discard this doctrine. 
In the first place, no one can reject the Virgin Birth without denying 
the ,·,01·th of f1Very bit of historioal evidence that has cane down to ua 
through the ages. \Ye sm-1, in dealing vlith the witness of the early Churoh, 
how teno.cious:J,y the Fathers of that age held to this fact in their contro-
versies with pagnns and ,nostic■ - held fast to it, not simply as a pieoe 
of tradition, not simply as a miracle, not merely as a fulfillment of 
fe&c.t o( · 
prophecy, but as a"vital, doctrinal moment. To brush aside this universal 
f1Vidence of the early Christian Church is to invalidate all ancient his-
tory. 
Secondly, the rejection of this doctrine leads logically to the rejec-
tion of all authority of Scripture, Old and New Testament. I£ we can arbi-
bitrarily drop £ran the Holy Writings a fact so clearly and explicitly 
taught, as the Virgin Birth is taught, then it is possible to reject 8JJ.Y 
and every teaching of the Bible. •The purity and power of the ChristiUUI 
Church stands or falls with the position it takes over against that Boak, 
which has for its oentre - Jesus Christ. By impugning the trustworthimaa 
of one Scriptural item,. we open the gates for a questioning ot all 
validity of the claim of Scripture,. and our faith degenerates into 
a mere elective policy. And by annulling one portion relative to our 
creed.,. a similar attitude may be taken towards such portions as are 
~uthoritative for conduct etc. No,. we dare not allow the devil one iota, 
for he shall soon wrest from us our entire Bible. 
Thirdly; no one can reject the Virgin Birth vdthout denying the whole 
supernatural content of Christianity. "The supernatural elanent cannot 
be eliminated £ran the account of the birth of Jesus except by applica-
tion of rules that will strip the 'Sible. of everything supernatural. The 
miraculous runs all the way through the Bible fran beginning to end.11 (1) 
U this one miracle,. foretold in the Old Testament; and standing at the 
very threshhold of the NEnv is rejected,. hew, can the other miracles of the 
Bible be acceptod'l Machen says: 11 Tha decision (with regard to the Virgin 
Dirth) depends upon our point of view with regard to the miraculous in 
general. 11 (2) Robert Dick Vlilacm :has it: "The ,reat and only difficulty 
(in believing the Virgin Birth) lie"& in disbelief' in predictive prophecy 
and in the almighty power of' God. \t,) The Virgin Birth is attacked with 
special vehemence,. because it is supposed that the SV'idence f'or this 
miracle is more easily gotten rid of' than the evidence for public f'ac-ts 
such as the resuri:ection etc. However, once we ignore this miracle1 
we have a fine base :f'ran 1'thich to attack and batter dor,n every other 
miracle recorded in Holy flrit. 
Fourthly, we cane to a poin't that is very·· closely connected w1 th 
the foregoing1 since it deals with the Uiracle Man, Jesus Christ. who 
in His birth, life and death revealed Himself as such.\1hen the Virgin 
Birth is rejected• the testimony the Lord renders to Himael.f.',. to His 
infinite power. to His infinite wisdan,. to His preexistence. to Bia eter-
nity becomes inexplicable. The Virgin Birth involves the deity of Christ. 
(1) Sunday School Tim.ea• lln.Jemdga B~ Jan.1924. 
(2) Princeton Theological Review• Vol. iv! Jan.19G&.p.81. 
(3) " II II A1>rll.1928•P•316. \ 
Ha is the true Son of God• not as believers are sona of' God• but aa 
a being in a class by Himself'• man insofar aa He ill born of' a wamaDJ 
~od• imrofar as He is begotten of God. How else could 'W8 explain this 
God-man• except by the historical fact of the Virgin Birth? lle cannot 
say how the Incarnation must be effected, by what method it must come• 
and therei'ore cannot inter the Virgin Birth i'rcm the incarnation. But 
that is not saying that we could retain our beliei' in the incarnation 
without beliei' in any method 61' it. \'Te might even admit that a Christian 
may have i'aith in Christ and be saved, without accepting the Virgin Birth; 
but it simply does not v,ork out that way in history. The two are so close-
ly bound together that one falls with the other. Cerinthus, Marcion, the 
Docetae, Gnostics, and EbioniteaJ the Anabaptists, Schwenkf'eldiana, Socin-
ians, together ~~th Schleiermacher• and most of' the impugners of' this doc-
trine in our ovni day, would not and will not accept the incarnation of 
Christ, and hence their rejection of' the miraculoua birth naturally fol-
lows. "·Historically and logically the divinity of' Christ and the incar-
nation are bound up with the Virgin Birth, and no one can succeBBfully 
maintai"n anyone oi' them without maintaining all." (1) Christ is God1be-
cause God conceived Hime To maintain the paternity of Joseph, as most 
contemners of the Virgin Birth do, is to identify Christ with man to the 
exclusion or divinity; and such an identifioat:l:on1·-"is an unwarranted de-
gradation of' the Master or on inexcusable exaltation of' sinful man.11 (2) 
Fii'thly. That brings us to another question - the sinlessness or Christ. 
vTh.ile those who deny the Virgin BiZ'th may still speak of' the holiness of' 
Jesus, they speak of a holiness far fran perfect; it is not perfect be-
cause it is not inherent - it is acquired holiness. Either Jesus was aleo 
biased to sin,or we have the smne moral capacities. And these two alter-
~l) .American Journal of' Theol, Vol XII,1908,p.204. Brigga. 
(2) Sunday School Times, Jan.1924. lln.Jennigs Bryan. 
no.tives. are ·really one - for to make ot Christ a perfeot lmnan being• 
io to postulate that all men have equal power and chanoe to cl:lmb to 
heights 6f hcSliness as Jesus did. Sin, then. is not so bad at all• only 
a blunder or mistake due to iJ!iperfect insight into human psychology. 
Original sin falls. universal sin goes dovm with it• hell is a myth. and 
gull t a delusion. Certainly the fact of' the Virgin Birth..,_ both prepare a 
us f'or and is perfectly consistent with the doctrine of the sinlesanesa 
of' Christ. But if' the former is denied, the latter will moat certainly 
also be denied. Ii' there was nothing supernatural about the birth of' 
Jesus, the law of' heredity must of course be allowed to operate. And 
ohce that is gra~ted, the whole Biblical doctrine of sin goes overboardi 
&,., 
f'or t he Bible tells us of' and teaches the total deparvi ty of man,,,. that 
aJ11ong all sini'ul creatures there was but one who 11lmew ~o sin. 11 Deny the 
Virgin Birth and either Christ1 s sinlessness or man1 s sini'ulness must go• 
or both must be discarded. 
Rejection of the Virgin Birth also strikes hane at the very heart of 
Christianity by annulling the redemptive work of' Christ. God is righteous 
and sin puts him unde1· obligation to punish it. Expiation OJJd purification 
are both necessary to save mankind fran sin. This has been effected by the 
shedding of' the blood of' Jesus Christ. To e:f'f'ect redemption Christ bad 
to be God and man. the Son of' God bom of a Virgin. Now ii' Christ was the 
(\ 1'\ 
son of Joseph, it follO\'IS He was no more than" abnormally pious man, yea• 
the perf'eot ideal. Then His death was no propitiation for our sins• but 
merely"'a powerful appeal to men, revealing God1 s love, and persuading 
~ to reconciliation with God: .Th.e Bible gives all credit to Christ 
and none to man,and teaches that alone the God of the incarnation and 
cruo_if'ixion can give us redemption. J.take Christ a mere man. and the whole 
doctrine of redemption must be given up. 
In short. every Chriatological teaching of the Bible :l.11 directly and 
indiaaolubly bound up ma the miraouloua origin of Chriat.h denial 
of a supernatural entrance .iD:to the world leads logioally to a rejeotion 
of the miraoulous exit ~ the Ylorld. H.R.U..okintoah in his artt.ole on 
the person of Christ: 11the present writer oan only aay that to him super-
natural conoeption appears a really befitting and credible preface to 
a li£e .,,hioh v,as crowned by resurreotion fran the dead. 11 (1) And 11 i:f' 
Christ be not raised your faith ia in vain; ye are yet in your sins. 11 (2) 
Then,too, :rm need not look forward to a resurreotion. Accept the Virgin 
Birth, -and our Savior, the God-man, his life, death, and resurrection fol-
low; reject it and Christ•s sinlessness, deity~ · His enttm work ar re-
dem:ption, our salvation• our hope, the Book of books, yea, Christianity 
must necessarily be given up. It takes the Christ" out of' Christianity. 
II I:!' men iilr take Christ out of' the Man class. and place Him in the 
God class, they will have no di:f'ficul ty in understanding Him and in ac-
cepting all that the Bible says of Him", also His birth f'ran a Virgin. (3) 
: 'With so• much at •s'bake• i~ it any wonder that the Lutheran Church can-
not acquiesoe in the opinion that the article of the Virgin Birth is doo-
trinally indifferent. and that it can legitimately be dr~ped f'ran the pub-
lic creed of the Church? Ia it any wonder that Lutherans cling so tenacioaly 
to this fundamental doctrine of' the Christian faith• believing it to be 
essential to the i'ull appreciation of' the supernatural and divine character 
of Christ• ~ very closely connected with His entire work of' salvation 
here on earthl The rejection of this article l'lOuld be a mutilation of 
Scripture, &i1rejection of everything miraculous, a contradiction of the 
continu~s testimQey of the Church fran Apostolic times, a weakaning ar 
the doctrine of the incarnation, yes, of' f!IVery teachiJJg concerning the 
person of our SaviorJ and a practical surrender of the Christian position 
into the hands of the enamy, the adv6cates of a non-miraculous, purely 
humanitarian Christ. And all this on insufficient grouqct■, because hi■-
(1) Hasting•s Dictionary of' -the Bible,p.706a. 
(2) 1.001•.16,l 7 
(3) Sunday School Times, January, 1924. 
tory and the Bible absolutely and de.tinitel7 pron that Je11Ua Christ 
was "CONCEIVED BY 1'BE HOLY GHOST.BORN OF TEE VIBGm UARn n 
:May the Lutheran Church ever stand :taat upon the firm. foundation 
of thlJ \1ord of God, and accepting :i:t a.a final authority, ever confeaa: 
"I BELmVE IN .JESUS CHRIST.HIS ONLY SON.OUR LORD.,WBO VIAS CONCEIVED BY 
THE HOLY GlIOSf•AND BOHN OF THE VIRGIN ~Y. n 
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